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Abstract
During the last decade catamaran ships have been very rapidly evolved into a
dominant mode of sea transportation. Their particular area of proliferation is the short
sea shipping where they show considerable superiority over competitive designs in
attributes such as power requirements, economy, space availability and seakeeping. The
rapid growth of the market has led to the need for an expanded range of catamaran
designs in terms of size, speed, and payload diversity (passengers, vehicles, containers).
However, even now, there is a scarcity of publicly available preliminary design
tools for catamarans. This fact hinders the ship owner and naval architect from being able
to quickly assess the relative merits of alternative potential designs without having to
resort to expensive expert consultancy solutions.
Resistance characteristics and power requirements are principal aspects of the
catamaran design spiral as they are strongly coupled with speed and fuel economy, and,
consequently, the operating and cost efficiencies of the vessel. This thesis aims towards
the development of a tool that predicts the resistance and required power for catamaran
vessels in the range of 20m to 80m. Vessels with both round bilge and hard chine hulls
are considered. Reasonable accurate prediction may be achieved for all speed regions of
intended operation. (Displacement, semi-displacement and planning) The user will be
able to select both propellers and waterjets for the propulsion of the vessel. For any given
vessel size and operational profile the user will be able to determine the most efficient
design by altering a series of inputs related to ship geometry and propulsor
characteristics. Besides preliminary powering predictions, the tool has the potential to
assist in parametric trade-off studies by exploring sets of hull form - propulsor
combinations due to its ability to produce variants within a very short time frame.
Thesis Supervisor: Timothy McCoy
Title: Professor of Naval Architecture
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In todays context of rapid socio-economically driven development of
international trade the concept of maximizing speed for the waterborne vessels has
become extremely important. It is also an imperative need to keep the installed
propulsion power at the lowest possible levels in order to ensure the economic viability of
the vessels.
The minimization of resistance beyond certain limits is very difficult to be
achieved in conventional monohulls. The reason is that such monohulls would require
very small beam, very large hull length and limited displacement. That would have an
adverse effect on the stability characteristics and the payload capacity in terms of weights
and areas.
Catamaran vessels give an obvious solution to the dilemma of poor stability. The
separation between the catamaran side hulls provides adequate stability while the
slenderness of the hulls provides superior resistance characteristics. The rectangular
platform generated by the cross structure provides attractive layout possibilities to the
vessel rendering it able to perform almost any kind of operation such as passengers, cars,
container carrying or even be used in military applications.
In recent years numerous catamarans have been built, mostly from aluminum and
composites, in demand for light, fast, economical vessels. However, there is a notable
scarcity of publicly available preliminary design tools for catamarans. This fact hinders
the ship owner and naval architect from being able to quickly assess the relative merits of
alternative potential designs without having to resort to expensive expert consultancy
solutions.
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Resistance characteristics and power requirements are central aspects in the
catamaran design procedure as they are strongly coupled with speed and fuel economy.
Consequently, they affect drastically the operating and cost efficiencies of the vessel. The
aim of this thesis is the development of a preliminary design tool that will assist in
prediction of resistance and required installed power for catamaran vessels in the range of
20m to 80m. Vessels with both round bilge and hard chine hulls are considered. With that
tool, reasonable accurate prediction may be achieved for all speed regions of indended
operation. (Displacement, semi-displacement and planning)
The user will be able to select both propellers and waterjets for the propulsion of
the vessel. For any given vessel size and operational profile the user will be able to
determine the most efficient design by altering a series of inputs related to ship geometry
and propulsor characteristics. Besides preliminary powering predictions, the tool has the
potential to assist in parametric trade-off studies by exploring sets of hull form -
propulsor combinations due to its ability to produce variants within a very short time
frame.
Emphasis is given to the interaction between the user and the program. It is
carried out within a structured and comfortable environment. Mathcad software has been
used to develop the master code that is also the user interface (Appendix 1). Ten excel
worksheets are automatically called by the master code to receive, process and return
information. By scrolling down the code the user inputs the desired design characteristics
in colored highlighted boxes gaining, also, insight into the methods used and underlying
assumptions. Having the master code exposed makes it convenient for the proficient user
to interfere by customizing specific features to his needs. The program employs many
graphical interfaces in order to facilitate the user appreciation of the various performance
related components. The code is broken down to individual modules, all communicating
each other, and developed within collapsible Lbxpandable areas in a way that only the
modules interested to the user are shown.
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1.1 Review of Catamaran Designs
A catamaran is essentially constituted by three elements.
* The hulls which are principally intended to provide buoyancy and to house the
propulsion machinery
* The connecting structure, or cross structure, that provides the transverse strength
of the craft
* The superstructure that is fitted above the cross structure that contains the space
decks
Figure 1 Representative Catamaran Vessel'
The design of the hulls is the most essential from the elements that determine the
resistance and powering characteristics of the catamarans. The resistance for
conventional displacement crafts is very steeply increased beyond a certain point that
usually corresponds to Froude2 number Fn-0.4. The resistance hump is attributed to the
generation of increasingly large gravity waves in the free surface. 3 Thus, designs for high
High Speed 4, Piraeus port
2
Fn = -
49-L where, U: ship[g speed
L: ship[ waterline length
g: acceleration of gravity
3 The wave making resistance of a vessel is proportional to the square of the free surface disturbance.
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speed craft must seek to minimize the waves generated in the free surface. Catamarans
achieve that by having extremely slender hulls.
The catamaran concept provides the designer with relatively high freedom to
develop an optimum design from the resistance point of view due to its inherent superior
transverse stability characteristics. As a result, many variations on the standard catamaran
theme have been developed. The most important are listed as following:
* Round bilge and hard chine hulls
The sectional areas are generally characterized into two types, round bilge
and hard chine. The hard chine shapes are somewhat simpler to construct and may
be favored by less experience builders. An often raised question is which the most
suitable hullform is for each particular mission. A hard chine has a greater static
wetted surface area, which usually increases the frictional drag in low speeds.
However at higher speeds, it generates dynamic lift such as the actual surface area
is reduced. Furthermore, the generation of dynamic lift is more difficult to
control, leading to increased resistance. Generally, therefore a round bilge form is
favored for heavier and slower ships while a hard chine form for lightweight and
higher speed ships.
" Symmetric and assymetric demihulls
Symmetric catamarans have demihulls that are symmetrical about their
centerline and resemble monohulls which have been stretched in the longitudinal
direction. Asymmetric catamarans have been used with aim to reduce interference
effects in the tunnel. The asymmetry in relation to the demihull centerline may be
slight or even extreme giving the demihulls vertical inner sections.
" Displacement, Semi-displacement and planning
Catamarans operating at low to moderate Froude numbers (Fn<0.7) tend
to be of displacement form. Of great importance in that region is the phenomenon
of destructive interference of the wave patterns generated from each of the
demihulls. The interaction is particularly severe for Froude numbers 0.3<Fn<0.4.
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Catamarans which operate at higher Froude numbers (Fn>0.7) may
generate dynamic lift from flat buttocks in the stern region. That lift may reach up
to 20% of vessel[3 displacement for carefully designed ships. These catamarans
are termed Semi-Displacement. These hulls have usually round bilge in the
forward area and flat bottom towards the stern. At these higher speeds the
interaction effects between the demihulls become less important.
When catamarans travel with Fn higher than 1.2, significant dynamic lift
is generated reducing the buoyancy force required to support the vesselE weight.
The running draft and wetted surface area are reduced causing a reduction in
wave and frictional resistance of the vessel. These are termed planning vessels
and are normally equipped with hard chine sections.
Almost all high speed catamaran hull shapes feature a transom stern which offers
three distinct advantages. First, it is easy to construct. Second, it provides an abrupt
change to the hull shape along any flow streamline, causing the flow to separate from the
hull after a certain speed. Third, it provides a simple and effective means for the
mounting of waterjets.
Both propellers and waterjets are employed for the propulsion of catamaran
vessels. The propellers may be of fixed or controllable pitch. The use of waterjets is
constantly growing in popularity due to advantages such as reduced appendage area, low
draft and improved vibration and comfort. On the other hand, propellers normally show
better efficiency in lower speeds, have lower acquisition cost and still represent an
attractive solution for heavier catamarans intended for operation at not so high speeds. In
many cases the choice of the propulsor is not clear at all to the designer and, besides
operating speed and size, more detailed information regarding hull[3 geometry will have
to be taken into account in order to assess the resistance of the ship and the efficiency
associated with each propulsor.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
The aim of this document is to present the background information related to the
development of the particular preliminary design tool. Special attention is given to:
" the theoretical background
" the description of most important elements in each step of the performance
prediction procedure
" the major assumptions made and the limits of applicability
* the sensitivity of ship performance on the related parameters
Chapter two assesses the resistance of hulls with round bilge sections. A
discussion on the nature of the resistance components is attempted. Background
information on the Southampton round bilge hull systematic series is supplied followed
by the description of the method used to predict the total resistance.
Chapter three guides the reader through the development of the module that
predicts the resistance for hulls with hard chine sections. A reference into the particulars
of the VWS [39 hard chine hull series and an explanation of the prediction method are
included.
Chapter four includes a discussion on the prediction of propeller-hull interaction
factors. These factors are essential to the performance of catamarans with propeller
configuration.
Chapter five is dedicated to the selection of propellers. The most vital propeller
selection aspects are discussed. A short reference is made on the Wageningen B and
Gawn standard series. A description of the optimization process for the design speed
follows. Then, information on the development of a method that predicts the off-design
performance of the ship is presented.
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Chapter six studies the waterjet selection module. A discussion on the relative
merits of the waterjet propulsion configuration is cited. The development of prediction
methods for waterjet efficiency and cavitation performance is explained.
Chapter seven treats the prediction of the final power required for the propulsive
installation as the combined result of the vessel resistance and the overall propulsive
efficiency.
Chapter eight examines aspects related to the materiality of the Catamaran
Performance Prediction Tool. It includes the results of a catamaran survey, conducted
with purpose to assist the user in the selection of initial inputs as well as in the check of
materiality of the produced variants. The performance of the tool in terms of precision,
ability to produce variants in short time frame, and intrinsic consistency is also
illustrated.
Chapter nine attempts the demonstration of potential technical applications of the
Catamaran Performance Prediction Tool. Such are various trade-off studies between
different combinations of hull forms and propulsors for given operational requirements.
Chapter ten proposes a method that assesses the economic viability of competing
variants through their earning capability and total life cycle incurring costs. Case study
results that illustrate the potential of the method are presented.
15
Chapter 2 Round Bilge Hull Resistance
2.1 Resistance Components
The resistance breakdown is especially important for slender hulls like those of
catamarans since, unlike conventional hulls the Froude number depended portion of
resistance is only a small portion of the total resistance. This is particular true at high
Froude numbers.
The bare hull resistance of a surface vessel may be broken down into components
attributed to different physical processes. The resistance of a vessel in general is due to
shear and normal fluid stresses acting on the vessel9 underwater surface. The shear stress
component is entirely due to the viscosity of the fluid, whilst the normal stress
component may be separated into two major components: wave making, due to the
generation of free surface gravity waves (inviscid) and a viscous pressure component
caused by the pressure deficit at the stern due to the presence of the boundary layer
(viscous). The transom stern and the induced drag due to wave interference between the
demihulls present special components that are included into the pressure drag component.
The following diagram depicts a bare hull resistance breakdown as proposed by ref. [1].
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Figure 2 Break down of resistance into components
For the prediction of round bilge hull resistance the standard ITTC practice was
followed, hence, the break down of total resistance into viscous resistance (Reynolds
number depended) and wave resistance (Froude number depended). This is described in
Equation 1. The viscous resistance is estimated using the IITC-57 correlation line (CF)
together with a suitable form factor (1+k). It should be noted that ITTC-57 is not the skin
friction coefficient for the flat plate as is commonly believed but an empirical fit that
contains some plate form effects.
RT(Fn, Re) = RW(Fn) + RV(Re) = RW(Fn) + (1 + P -k) -RF(Re) Equation 1
Where,
RT: total resistance
Rw: wave resistance
Rv: viscous resistance
RF: frictional resistance
l+k: the form factor for the demihull including wave interference effects
p: viscous interference factor
17
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In contrast to monohulls, the presence of demihulls in close proximity produces
some additional resistance components. The Venturi effect causes an increase in fluid
velocity between the hulls; this has several effects: Firstly, the augment in fluid velocity
increases the skin friction. Secondly, the asymmetry of the flow under the individual
demihulls produces a cross flow which in turn produces a side force and hence an
induced drag component. The generation of vortices is also possible; that phenomenon
will increase the additional drag further more. All the formerly described effects are
captured by viscous interference factor P. Furthermore, the wave patterns generated by
each of the demihulls will interfere in a constructive manner producing an additional
wave resistance component. This component is captured by the form factor (1+k).
In addition, aerodynamic drag due to above the water structure and appendage
drag have to be taken into account. On contrary to conventional hulls, both these
components may present a considerable fraction of the total catamaran resistance due to
the relative small inherent wave resistance and large superstructure of these vessels.
According to ref. [11] full scale trials indicate that the aerodynamic component of such
vessels may reach up to 9% of total resistance. The wave breaking and spray resistance
has been ignored since, according to ref. [5] they represent a negligible fraction of the
total resistance.
2.2 Southampton NPL Series
The prediction of bare hull resistance for round bilge hulls is based on model
testing data received from University of Southampton. A parametric investigation has
been conducted there for a series of catamarans featuring modified NPL hulls. The
models had round bilge sections and transom sterns. These types of hulls represent a
large number of catamarans in service. The models tested had various L/B, B/T ratios and
varied in slenderness4. The S/L ratios 5 also varied from 0.2 to infinity. The cross sections
of the models are presented in the following figure received from reference [2]. All the
LWL
4 Hull slenderness is measured by the ratio V , where Vol is the underwater volume
' S/L: separation between the demihull centerlines over the length of the waterline
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models had block coefficient, CB=0.397 and prismatic coefficient, Cp=0.693. The
detailed characteristics for these models are presented in Table 1. Total calm water
resistance, and wave pattern analysis had been carried out for these models for Froude
numbers ranging from 0.1 and 1.
Mkod 4@ M od e t 4 VA": Qc
Wbde 5Sa Mod Mel: 5C
Figure 3 NPL model body plans and notation
Model L/B B/T L/Vo^(1/3) A(mA2)
3b 7 2 6.27 0.434
4a 10.4 1.5 7.4 0.348
4b 9 2 7.41 0.338
4c 8 2.5 7.39 0.34
5a 12.8. 1.5 8.51 0.282
5b 11 2 8.5 0.276
5c 9.9 2.5 8.49 0.277
6a 15.1 1.5 9.5 0.24
6b 13.1 2 9.5 0.233
6c 11.7 2.5 9.5 0.234
Table 1 NPL models details
Additional experimental investigation into the effect of the prismatic coefficient,
Cp, on the resistance components was conducted by the same university later in time.
Experiments were conducted for various hulls, featuring Cp from 0.653 to 0.733, over a
Froude number range from 0.2 to 1 and S/L ratios varying from 0.2 to infinity. Data from
19
this study has also been used in the module for prediction of bare hull resistance to
correct for the effect of Cp
2.3 Prediction Procedure
The central formulas used in the prediction of bare hull resistance are the
following
CT = CF + CR Equation 2
CR = CW + P -k -CF Equation 3
R = 0.5ps-LVs2-(C -AWS)j Equation 4
Where,
CR: residual resistance coefficient
Cw: wave resistance coefficient for the demihull in isolation
CF: frictional resistance coefficient obtained from ITTC-1957 correlation line
ps: water density
AWS: wetted surface area
R, C: Actual resistance and resistance coefficient respectively
It is noted that for theoretically infinite distance between the demihulls factor p is
equal to unity and k approaches the value for the monohull in isolation.
To predict the bare hull resistance, the user inputs a set of characteristics for the
catamaran summarized in the following table. It has been shown that these are the most
important parameters influencing the bare hull resistance for these hulls [2], [5].
20
BASIC INPUTS
LWL Water line length
BXDH Maximum Breadth of demihull
Swrmje Tunnel width
T Draft at design waterline
CP Prismatic coefficient
CB Block coefficient
Table 2 User inputs for prediction of bare hull resistance for round bilge hulls
Based on the later data, vessel[A displacement follows from the formula:
A = ps-g-(2CB-LWL-B-T) Equation 5
Where,
g: acceleration of gravity
B: beam of demihull
T: design draft
Given that linear trends were observed on how important resistance related values
change with user inputs and that the available number of data is large enough, multi
linear regression was used in the prediction of resistance.
The original models tested at Southampton University had length Lm=1.6m.
Geometric similitude between models and ship was assumed. Given the form
characteristics of the ship, a non dimensional number describing the wetted surface area
was obtained using regression. This number is depended on B/T, slenderness and Cp.
The number is the same for model and ship therefore ship[ wetted surface area may be
estimated.
Following that, the residual resistance coefficient, CR, is received for a
hypothetical model that has the same form with the ship. CR is strongly depended on S/L
ratio, slenderness ratio and B/T ratio. The following graph shows how CR varies for
LAMU= LWL
6 AWs5.
where, AWSdemi is the wetted surface area of the demihull
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different model geometry. The general trend in all cases for S/L is that as the hull
separation is increased, the resistance decreases and the main resistance hump occurs at
lower Fn numbers. CR follows the same trends for slenderness ratio. The trends for B/T
are not so clear. For example, for hull forms with high slenderness (6a-6c), smaller B/T
results in lower CR. For hull forms with low slenderness (4a-4c) smaller B/T tends to
result to larger CR. It may also be observed that residual resistance values and their
variation become higher in hump region were the interference effects become most
severe. After the hump, interference starts vanishing until it reaches an almost constant
value in speeds that correspond to Fn-0.95.
VIaaof Cr
CN A A R 19 81 V Idod d Odd d Odd d do 000 dCod dodd 0 j 
sdo;d1
Figure 4 Variation of CR with geometry 7 and Froude number
The residual resistance coefficient is also corrected for Cp. Effects of Cp on
resistance according to reference [4] are stated as following. Overall, a lower Cp is
significantly better for lower ship speeds. At higher speeds there are marginal differences
between high and low Cp, the lower prismatic coefficient being beneficial in smaller
separations. There is also greater hull interaction between forms with higher Cp than
those with lower Cp. Figure 5 is a representative graph that shows the Cp effects on CR.
7 In diagram's legend, the first two digits denote the model identity (see Table 1) and the last two digits
denote the separation ratio, S/L.
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Figure 5 Effect of prismatic coefficient on the residual resistance8
Subsequently, the wave form factor, (1+k), and viscous interference factor, , are
obtained using multi-linear regression. According to ref. [3], [4] these factors are
effectively independent of speed and depend primarily on slenderness ratio and to a lesser
extent on S/L and B/T ratios. When slenderness increases, these factors decrease. For a
given S/L ratio, some reduction in wave interference is observed with decrease in B/T
particularly in hulls with low slenderness.
Having calculated CF for the hypothetical model using ITTC line, the wave
resistance coefficient for the model is calculated using Equation 3. According to Froude
hypothesis Cw is the same for the model and the ship. Now, applying the inverse
procedure for the ship, the residual resistance coefficient for the ship is estimated. The
following sample figure depicts the significant difference of CR for ship and model which
is attributed to the different Reynold numbers. After adding CR and CF for the ship, and
applying Equation 4 the total bare hull resistance for the ship is estimated. This
resistance is corrected for surface roughness effects in the form of ACF- Since in
catamarans frictional resistance is the major component of the total, most operators keep
the hull free from marine growth. Subsequently the values for this factor are low. Values
of ACF for different hull materials have been obtained from ref. [7].
LWL
8The particular graph is for S/L=O.3, L/B=1 1, B/T=2, OV0 = 8.48
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CR Coefisients for Ship and Model
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Figure 6 Difference in CR between model and ship
The air resistance is calculated using the front profile area of the vessel above the
waterline assuming head wind and ignoring the tunnel opening. According to [6] the air
drag coefficient for catamarans varies from 0.4 to 0.55 depending on the degree of
streamlining angle of the wheelhouse windows and after end shape of the superstructure.
For a given hull geometry, number of decks and deck height, the trontal area may be
estimated. With the use of Equation 6 the effect of ship and wind speed to a particular
design may be explored.
RAA = C -0.5-Pa-(Vs + VW)2 A Equation 6
Where,
CA: air and wind resistance coefficient
pa: density of air
A,: frontal area
Vs: ship speed
Vw: wind speed
The resistance of appendages is calculated from drag coefficients given by
Holtrop in ref. [12]. Prediction for skegs, sonar domes, ride control fins, and rudders is
facilitated. Resistance is received from Equation 7. When applicable, nominal areas for
appendages are proposed. Resistance due to exposed shafts, strut barrels and struts is also
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predicted. This resistance has been estimated as a fraction of bare hull resistance
according to the method proposed by ref. [13]. It is depended on the number of propellers
in each hull and whether the propeller is of fixed or controllable pitch type. Finally, the
parasitic drag due to zing anodes and hull openings is estimated using parasitic drag
coefficients as proposed by ref. [8].
RF
RAPDi = -(I + k,)-Areai Equation 7AWS
Where,
RAppi : resistance of appendage i
RF: frictional resistance for ship bare hull
ki: Holtrop factor for appendage i
Areaj: area of appendage i
The summation of all aforementioned resistance components will result to the
total resistance for the vessel in totally calm water. In that value a component that
represents the added resistance in waves, RAw, will have to be added. According to ref.
[8] for Beaufort scale 2 this is roughly equal to 2% of the total calm water resistance.
Diagrams, like the ones presented in Figure 6, are produced in order to supply the user
with an insight on the relative importance of the individual resistance components. These
diagrams also depict the regions of displacement and semi-displacement operations along
with the position and form of the resistance hump that represent a vital consideration on
the selection of the propulsion plant.
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Figure 7 Sample resistance outputs
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2.4 Applicability limits
For the resistance module, in order to produce safe estimations, it is essential that
the user inputs should lie within certain ranges. The user should not ignore that the
estimation is based on model tests data and diverging from the characteristics of the
original tested models will cause reduction on the accuracy of results. The applicability
limits for round bilge hull resistance prediction module are as following:
" LWL: 40m-70m
* Displacement: less than 1500tns
* Speeds corresponding to range of Fn : 0.4-1.0
* LWL/B: 8-17
* Separation ratio: 0.2- 0.4
* B/T: 1.5- 2.5
* Cp: 0.653, 0.733
* CB: 0.35-0.6
Functions that check if the limits lay within the suggested ranges and warn the
user have been employed throughout the tool (see the following figure as an example).
ChekL Y LWL "value within the limits"
BXDH)
CheckS --- **** -!! VALUE OUTSIDE SUGGESTED LIMITS !!! **
F LWL)
Figure 8 Sample output - Limits of applicability
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Chapter 3 Hard Chine Hull Resistance
3.1 VWS '89 Hard Chine Catamaran Series
For the performance prediction of hard chine hull catamarans, data received from
the testing of VWS series have been used. These series refer to high speed catamaran
vessels of length within 20m and 70m and displacement less than 1000tons. They have
been developed in Berlin Model Basin (VWS) from 1989 to 2002. The details of the
results from these tests are documented in ref. [8], [9].
Hard chine section shapes are normally preferred for operation in the semi-
displacement and planning speed region. The reason is that these shapes for Fn>0.8 are
optimal for resistance. They facilitate flow and spray separation (reducing frictional
resistance) and develop hydrodynamic lift (reducing pressure and frictional resistance
through the emergence of the hull).
Three different section forms had been initially considered in VWS.
" Symmetrical sections with their centerline in the demihull
* Semi-symmetrical sections having the centerplane at Bdemihul/ 4 on the tunnel side
of the demihull
* Asymmetrical sections having the centerplane at the tunnel side of the demihull
The tests conducted in VWS revealed that symmetrical sections require the lowest
propulsive power for high speeds and also had acceptable seakeeping characteristics,
therefore forms with symmetrical sections were selected for VWS ES9 Series. All
hulls feature transom wedge and external spray rails. The form of the afterbody is
suitable for installation of fully wetted propellers or waterjets. According to [8], for
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hard chine hulls the interference effects do not show great sensitivity with demihull
separation for high speeds, therefore, the hull spacing is kept proportional to LWL
(Sw. 1 j/LWL=0.167). Representative section plans are presented in the following
figure.
Figure 9 VWS models with L/B=9.55 and deadrise angle 38,27 and 16deg 9
3.2 Prediction procedure
To predict the bare hull resistance, the user inputs a set of hull form particulars for
the catamaran which are summarized in the following table.
BASIC INPUTS
LWL Water line length
BXDH Maximum Breadth of demihull
OM Midship deadrise angle
Sw Angle of transom wedge
Table 3 User inputs for prediction of bare hull resistance for hard chine hulls
Evaluation of the non dimensional slenderness coefficient (LBC) 10 is achieved
with the use of the following mathematical model of Equation 8 using polynomial
coefficients presented in [8].
9 Received from ref. [8]
LBC =
10, Where Vol is the underwater volume of the demihull
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LBC = Xcoef3-P M BLWL) Equation 8
Where,
coeffi, aj, bi: polynomial coefficients
This coefficient is dependent on the deadrise angle at the midsection, PM, and the L/B
ratio. From LBC value the displacement of the vessel may be estmated. The non
dimensional wetted surface area coefficient (WSC)" is obtained from the following
graph and is directly dependent on LWL/B ratio. From that coefficient the wetted surface
area and, subsequently, the frictional resistance are estimated. In the estimation of the
frictional resistance for the ship, a correction factor, ACv, is applied to count for scaling
effects due to difference in Re number between model and ship and surface roughness
effects.
YVrnbd SwDtM uMQ Ccefdeet
y -Q0oo~b +CQ1S5W - 24473c + 1730 -3E177
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Figure 10 Variation of WSC with L/B and corresponding trend line
The prediction of residual resistance is made with the use of the non dimensional
residual resistance coefficient after application of the following equations:
0R= coef -PM a.w' W ( LWL" Equation 9
wsc = -sA
" V e, Where WSA corresponds to the wetted surface area of the demihull
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R 2
Where,
coeffi, aj, bi, ci: polynomial coefficients
RR: residual bare hull resistance
CR: Residual resistance coefficient
A: Total displacement
As may be noticed by the former equations, the residual resistance is primarily
dependent on LWL/B ratio, midship deadrise angle and angle of transom wedge. For
constant displacement, the residual resistance decreases rapidly with increasing length to
beam ratio due to increase of the waterline. Large deadrise angles may perform better in
low speeds, depending on the rest of the parameters, but small deadrise angles give best
performance in planning speeds. In addition, small deadrise angles are best for the
application of waterjets. Large angles of transom wedge give a heavy hump region
followed by an abrupt decrease in resistance in planning speeds. Small angles of wedge
result in a smoother resistance profile with higher drag in high speeds. The effects of
slenderness of the hull, being the most important parameter influencing the residual
resistance, are captured by Pm and LWL/B factors (see Equation 8).
At this point, it should be noted that all VWS models were tested with a
deadwood in each hull that carried the propulsion shaft and protected the propeller
against grounding (Figure 11-left). They were also equipped with spade rudders, one in
each hull. To determine the resistance of catamaran hulls with other types of appendages,
as free running shafts (Figure 1 I[light) or waterjet configuration with no appendages at
all, the resistance components due to the existence of deadwood and rudders are isolated
on the base of wetted surface as proposed by ref. [9]. The prediction procedure for the
other appendages, the wind resistance and added resistance in waves are the same with
the one described for round bilge hulls (paragraph 2.3). At this point it should be noted
that the appendage resistance is very important for high speed crafts, since it may reach
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up to 20% of total resistance [19]. The sum of residual, frictional, appendage, wind and
wave resistance will give the total ship resistance.
Figure 11 Configuration with deadwood (left) and open struts (right)
3.3 Applicability limits
The accuracy and quality of the regression models used for the prediction of hard
chine hull resistance is very strongly dependent on weather or not the input values lay
within the suggested ranges. On the contrary to round bilge hull procedure were linear
regression is used, here, when out of range inputs are given totally unsafe unreasonable
prediction is possible. The applicability limits for hard chine hull resistance prediction
module are given below. Again, range check functions, that protect the user from giving
non applicable inputs have been developed.
* LWL: 20m-70m
* Displacement: less than IOOOtns
* Speeds corresponding to Fn less than 1.4
* LWL/B: 7.55-13.55
pm: 16-38 deg
o &w: 0, 4, 8, 12 deg (distinct values)
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Chapter 4 Hull-Propeller Interaction Factors
The required power for the propulsion of the catamaran cannot be obtained unless
the value of the overall propulsive efficiency is known. That value depends on the
propulsor efficiency and the interaction between the propulsor and the hull. In this
chapter, the prediction procedure for interaction factors for the case of propeller featured
ships will be discussed.
4.1 Hull Interaction Factors for Round Bilge Hulls
The prediction of interaction factors for hulls with round bilge sections is based
on mathematical equations determined by regression analysis. The procedure is based on
propulsion data collected and processed at National Maritime Institute, (MNI), and
reported at ref. [14]. Only hull forms operating below planning speeds are included in the
particular regression analysis. Two deficiencies exist on the application of that method
for high speed catamarans. First, data have been received from monohull model testing.
Second, tested models had low L/B ratios (up to 10). The use of these data was guided
by lack of similar available data for catamaran series.- Furthermore, the assumption made
was that interaction between propeller and hull is a local phenomenon, therefore, the
effect of interaction between hulls and change of L/B will not be dramatic. The following
table presents the most important user inputs for the particular module.
USER INPUTS
NP Number of propellers
C13 Block coefficient
Table 4 User inputs for prediction of propelier-hull interaction for round bilge hulls
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To explore the propeller-hull interaction components the wake factor and the
thrust deduction factor has been estimated. The wake factor that indicates the effective
wake fraction is described by the following equation:
WT V - VA Equation 11
V
Where,
V: ship speed
VA: speed of advance of propeller
The wake factor shows significant trends with volumetric Froude number, Fnv.i12 , and
block coefficient. Therefore, the model described at the following equation is used:
4
WT= ai(CB) -FnVOl Equation 12
i=0
Where, the coefficients ai are depended on CB.
In general, WT is negative in low speeds, becomes positive resulting to lower efficiency
in the hump region and again becomes positive for higher speeds. The effect of Fnv.i on
WT becomes less important for lower block coefficients resulting to relatively constant
values throughout the speed range.
The trust deduction factor that corresponds to the change of hull resistance due to
the presence of the propeller is described by the following equation:
RT
t= 1- Equation 13
T
Where,
t: thrust deduction factor
RT: total ship resistance
FnVol = V
12 g(Voi 3 , where Vol is the underwater volume of the demihull
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T: thrust provided by the propeller on the horizontal axis
Thrust deduction factor varies significantly with volumetric Froude number, block
coefficient and angle of propeller shaft with buttock mean line. The regression equations
used for estimation of t are similar to Equation 12 with the coefficients ai depending on
block coefficient and angle of propeller shaft. For an accurate assessment of thrust
deduction factor, RT and T should always be considered at the same plane. The particular
procedure considers the horizontal element of propeller thrust (T) taking into account the
static and dynamic' 3 angles of shaft with horizontal; hence there is no need for correction
due to those angles. Thrust deduction factor is always positive, resulting to reduction of
the propulsive efficiency. According to the model test results, for hulls with low CB
(<0.45) t is lower for small propeller shaft angle configurations. It is also higher at the
low speeds and high speeds range. For hulls with high CB (>0.45) t shows little
correlation with shaft angle. For small speeds it is high, and as speed increases it declines
until it reaches a constant value. Corresponding diagrams for WT and t such as the one
presented in Figure 12 are then produced.
Wake factor Thrust deductiori Factor
0.02
0.01 0.15
00.
WRND. tRND 1 0 00
w 40.01 0
-0.02 0
-0.03 0.05
-0.04 -.
7.69 12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.43 7.69 12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.43
VsKnos i, 0 VsKnos i, 0
Figure 12 Sample diagrams showing WT and t variation with speed
Having estimated WT and t, hull efficiency, nH, results from the relation:
1 -WT
nH = 1 - Equation 14
13 Angie due to dynamic trim of the ship; Depended on hull's characteristics and speed
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Finally, the relative rotative efficiency (nR), expressed as the ratio of propeller
efficiency behind the ship and in open-watcr for a given speed of advance is estimated
according to model of Equation 12. Relative rotative efficiency is caused by the
inhomogeneous flow conditions at the propeller and by the effects of the rudder on the
propeller characteristics. This efficiency is primarily depended on block coefficient, and
speed. Hulls with low CB give nR values around 0.96 that show little variation with speed.
Hulls with high CB give nR values larger than one for low speeds that tend to decline for
higher speeds.
4.2 Hull Interaction Factors for Hard Chine Hulls
The prediction of the propeller-hull interaction for hard chine hulls is based on
regression analysis coefficients based on VWS series and received from ref. [8]. The
wake fraction is depended on deadrise angle, volumetric Froude number and L/B ratio. It
is estimated according to the following model:
b(pM
ai(OM) LWL~W(M)
WT M) = coef(PM)-FnyTol B ) Equation 15
Where,
coeffi, aj, bi: polynomial coefficients depended on the value of pm
After receiving the wake fraction for distinct values of Pm a spline interpolation method is
applied in order to estimate the value of WT that corresponds to the Pm given by the user.
For hard chine planning hulls the wake factor is usually negative in low speeds, receives
the lowest values in the resistance hump region and becomes positive in higher speeds.
The thrust deduction factor is predicted by, first, estimating the thrust deduction
factor that accounts for the horizontal position of the propeller and then correcting for the
static shaft angle with horizontal and dynamic trim angle of ship using Equation 16. The
need for correction for the angles comes from the fact that it is the horizontal component
of propeller thrust, T, that moves the ship (Figure 13)
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t = 1- cos-(Thetadynamic+ Thetastati) 1 - tX)
Where,
t: thrust deduction factor
tx: thrust deduction if propeller where in horizontal position
Thetaynamic: dynamic trim angle
Thetautic: shaft inclination at rest relative to the horizontal
Tx
'Lr" Ramic
Theta
T
Figure 13 Propeller thrust breakdown
In similarity to wake factor, tx and Thetadynaic are also dependent on deadrise
angle, volumetric Froude number and L/B ratio. The method followed for their prediction
is the same with the one described for WT. The dynamic trim angle is very small for low
speeds, and then becomes positive (by the stem) receiving the maximum values at the
hump region. For semi-planning and planning speeds it receives a constant value, lower
than the ones in the hump. The thrust deduction factor follows similar trends with speed.
Diagrams such as the ones presented in Figure 14 are presented for demonstration
purposes.
Finally, the hull interaction efficiency is calculated using Equation 14. The
relative rotating efficiency, nr, receives a constant value since it has been observed that it
does not vary significantly with speed [8].
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Equation 16
Wake Factor
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Chapter 5 Propeller Selection
5.1 Propeller selection issues
Although there is an increasing trend for the use of waterjets in high speed ships,
propellers still constitute an attractive option in catamaran design. When selecting
propellers, the correct choice of propeller is absolutely critical for the performance of the
vessel. The selection of the propeller is integrated with the geometry and power
requirements of the ship and should always be manipulated as such. The size of the
propeller is restricted by the space available underneath the hull14 . The speed of rotation
is depended on the power plant configuration and vice versa; it is also restricted by
cavitation and noise considerations, very important issues for high speed crafts. In
general, low rotational speeds are particular effective means by retarding the
development of cavitation but require large propeller diameters. The number of blades is
primarily determined by the need to avoid harmful resonant frequencies of the ship
structure and machinery. Larger number usually results in smaller loading per blade thus,
lower vibrations. Fixed or controllable pitch is another dilemma frequently encountered
by the designer. Fixed pitch features better efficiency in design speed due to smaller hub
size, less weight, ease of manufacturing and better reliability. Controllable pitch performs
better in off design conditions, but is heavier with increased mechanical complexity.
The usual practice is to optimize the propeller characteristics for best performance
on the service speed. That approach is followed in the propeller selection module. It is
also common practice for most commercial software to assume a constant value of the
efficiency throughout the speed range. It will be shown that for high speed ships such as
catamarans, the investigation of propeller performance in off-design conditions is also
" Typical clearance between propeller tip and hull is 25% of propeller diameter
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vital. The reason is that propeller overloading in hump regions may affect drastically the
power required by the engines.
The basis for the propeller selection is the resistance profile for the range of
speeds. The selection of the propeller should start with the consideration of the mission
profile of the vessel which is determined by the owner in order to meet the needs of the
intended service. After optimizing for service speed the user of the program should
always check the performance of the propeller for speeds corresponding to large
proportions of operational time indicated by the mission profile.
5.2 Standard Series
Standard series data are used for the selection of propeller and estimation of open
water efficiency. Up to date, standard series is one of the most powerful tools that the
designer has at his disposal for preliminary design and feasibility study purposes.
Regression formulae based on Wageningen B-screw and Gawn series are employed. The
user may select between either types of propeller.
Wageningen is perhaps the most extensive and widely used propeller series. It is
comprised by approximately 120 models that maintain reasonably consistent geometry.
Propellers cover a range of pitch ratios from 0.6 to 1.4 and blade area ratios from 0.3 to
1.05. A typical general plan, from ref. [171, depicting the blade geometry is presented at
the following figure.
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Figure 15 Typical general plan of Wageningen series
Gawn propellers, presented by Gawn in ref. [18], comprise a set of 37 propellers
covering a range of pitch ratios from 0.4 to 2 and blade area ratios from 0.2 to 1.1. The
developed blade outline is of elliptical form (Figure 16). According to ref. [15], despite
the somewhat dated propeller geometry, Gawn series is a valuable data set for
undertaking preliminary design studies for high performance crafts due to the wide range
of P/D and AE/AO values covered.
Figure 16 Typical blade outlines of the Gawn series
5.3 Propeller selection procedure
Two distinct methods are available to the user for the selection of the suitable
propeller. The first is to optimize characteristics by keeping the propeller diameter fixed.
This is the most usual method, employed when the propeller diameter is primarily
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restricted by the available space underneath the hull. The second method is to optimize
characteristics for a given propeller speed of revolution. This method is preferred for the
case that the propulsion plant is already determined.
The speed of advance, VA, and the thrust, T, are the two most vital parameters
that determine the selection. These values are determined from Equation 11 and Equation
13 respectively. The thrust required from each propeller results from the division with the
total number of propellers. In addition, the user will have to define the parameters given
at Table 5. The propeller module will optimize for the open water propeller efficiency
and return the propeller characteristics of Table 6.
INPUTS OPROPELLER MODULE
NP Number of propellers
Propeller type Wageningen B or Gawn
Pitch Type Fixed or Controllable
D or RPM Diameter of Revolutions per minute
Z Number of blades
Cavitation % Maximum permissible % cavitation
Propeller depth, h Distance of propeller centerline from waterline
Table 5 User inputs for propeller selection module
OUTPUTS OPROPELLER MODULE
D or RPM Diameter of Revolutions per minute
EAR Expanded Area Ratio (Ae/Ao)'"
Pitch ratio Pitch to diameter ratio (P/D)
no Open water efficiency
j16 Advanced ratio (VA/nD) 17
Table 6 User outputs for propeller selection module
For both Wageningen and Gawn series the thrust and torque coefficients are
received from formulas with use of regression coefficients presented in ref. [20] and [21]
respectively. The formulas have the form:
'
5 Ae: expanded blade area
Ao: propeller disk area
16 Values for open water efficiency and advance ratio correspond to design speed condition
1 n: propeller revolution per second (rps)
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KT,KQ = Ci-) A (Z) Equation 17
The optimization is done by employing Microsoft Excel Solver. A tool that uses
generalized reduced gradient (GRG2) nonlinear optimization code developed by L.
Lasdon and A. Waren. In LEonstant diameter 0routine the independent variables are the
expanded area, AE, the pitch and the rotational speed, n. In Elonstant RPML routine the
propeller diameter takes the place of rotational speed as independent variable. The solver
returns the propeller characteristics for the set of variables that maximizes the open water
propeller efficiency at the design speed. In the case that controllable pitch propeller has
been selected, the program returns an open water efficiency value reduced by 2% in
relation to the fixed pitch. It should be noted that the program does not correct for the
resulting design to be "slightly to the left" of the peak of the efficiency versus J diagram
as is usually recommended as margin if the design misses the predicted operating point
RPM.
The values of the variables are subjected to the following set of constraints:
* The values for expanded area ratio, pitch ratio and advance ratio should lie within
the applicable limits suggested by the systematic series. These limits are shown in
Table 7.
Wageningen
Ae/Ao P/D J Ae/Ao
Gawn
P/D J
Lower limit 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.3
Upper limit 1.05 1.4 1.6 1.1 1.6 1.23
I
Table 7 Applicable limits for used systematic series"
The thrust provided by the propeller should be equal to the thrust required by the
ship at the design speed. This constraint is satisfied my means of equating KT as
provided by Equation 17 and KT as provided by Equation 18.
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" Received from ref. [20], [21]
, ,
TTprop
KT pr2p4Equation 18
p.n 2D4
Where,
Tpp: thrust required by each propeller
p: water density
* The percentage of cavitation should not exceed either 5% or 10% of the surface
on the back of the propeller blade according to user preference. The Burrill
diagram [16] is used to assess those limits. The diagram indicates iso-cavitation
lines in the trust loading coefficient (tuf) - cavitation number (sigma) space.
Logarithmic equations that express those lines as functions of sigma and tuf have
been developed (Figure 17)
Figure 17 Burrill limits and logarithmical trend lines
The trust loading coefficient, expressing the mean thrust loading on propellers, is
calculated from the following formulae:
T
tuf = prop
20.5pP.VR -Ap
Equation 19
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V 2 = 2-n -n -0.7 + V Equation 20
Ap = AE 1.067 - 0.229- Equation 21( PD)
Where,
VR: resultant velocity at 0.7 of propeller diameter
Ap: projected blade area
VA: speed of advance
In Equation 20 the first term represents the tangential and the second term the advance
component of speed. Equation 21 expresses the projected blade area in terms of
expanded area using Taylorsi approximation [24].
The cavitation number sigma is estimated from the following approximate formula from
ref. [16].
.188.2+ 19.62-h
sigma= 2 2 2 Equation 22
VA + 4.836-n 2D2
Where,
h: distance of propeller centerline from waterline
The effect of cavitation inception on the propeller performance is considered
small and is not taken into account. Thus, allowing for 10% cavitation normally results to
high efficiencies. For given RPM the higher the propeller diameter the higher the
efficiency. However, it is the userE provision to determine the maximum permissible
diameter of the propeller. This is usually a function of the length and rake of the propeller
shaft. Particularly for designs with slender demihulls and 4 propellers it should also
checked if the propellers extend beyond the side limits of the hull.
The user should always check for convergence of the propeller optimization
module. For example, if the given propeller diameter is very small for the shipE thrust,
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the module will not be able to produce a propeller that runs with large rpm to satisfy the
thrust needs and at the same time satisfies the cavitation restrictions.
5.4 Propulsive efficiency in off-design conditions
For the selected propeller the open water efficiency, no, is a function of the
advanced ratio J (see Figure 19). The advance ratio is depended on the ratio of the speed
of advance over the propeller rpm (Equation 23). Thus, for a fixed propeller the open
water efficiency will remain steady throughout the speed range only when propeller rpm
is proportional to the speed of advance. The assumption of proportionality between VA
and rpm is valid for conventional ships, where the resistance profile is usually
monotonous and smooth. For high speed catamarans the intense profile of the resistance
hump will change the horizontal position of J moving the open water efficiency to lower
values.
VA
n-D
Equation 23
Figure 18 Representative propeller performance diagram
The values of J, VA, n, KT, KQ and finally, no are estimated by solving the system
of Equation 17, Equation 18 and Equation 23. The system is solved for all the range of
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vessel speeds. Corresponding diagrams for all the factors of interest are produced in order
to provide user with an insight into the physics of the problem. Such diagrams are
illustrated in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The diagram that indicates the RPM versus speed
is particularly important for the selection of the power plant. It may be observed from KT
and KQ diagrams that in hump region we have an overloading of the propeller depended
on the form of the resistance profile. Higher RPM will be needed from the engine in
order to cover the loading requirements, resulting in a local peak as indicated in Figure 20
20. This, in turn results to a drop of advance ratio (Figure 19) and, drives the propeller to
off-design operation with a subsequent decrease in open water efficiency (Figure 20).
The resulted propeller efficiency is used in the estimation of the powering
requirements. When controllable pitch propellers (CPP) are selected the open water
efficiency is kept constant throughout the range of speeds and equal to the design value.
The assumption is that in CPP configuration the pitch varies in such a way that advance
ratio is kept constant and equal to the design value.
Propeller advance ratio Propeller thrust loading Prop
1.5 0.3 0.08
1.25 0.24 0.063
KT KQ
1 m0.17 0.(95
0.75 0.11 0.028
0.5 0.050111.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43 1.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43 1.53 1
Figure 19 Outputs for advance ratio, thrust and torque loading coefficients
eller torque loading
8.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
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J
Propeller rpm
600
450
rpm 300
150
?1.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
nO_Fixed
Propeller open water efficiency
0.78
0.73
0.69
0.65
0.611. 53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
Figure 20 Outputs for propeller RPM and open water efficiency
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Chapter 6 Watejet Selection
6.1 Waterjet Configuration Merits
Waterjet propulsion has been increasingly used for catamaran vessels due to
associated fundamental benefits as compared to propeller propulsion. Having described
in many references such as [22], [23], [27], the most important offered advantages are:
" Good operating economy
o High propulsion efficiency due to the absence of appendage drag and high
propulsive efficiency
o Reduced engine wear and vastly reduced risk of overload as the jets
absorb approximately the same power regardless of ship 1 speed.
" Superior maneuverability at all speeds since the direction of the thrust can be
adjusted and utilized optimally
o Reduced turning radius
o Reduced crash stop distance
o Fast and reliable docking movements
" Power absorption at constant rev/min is insensitive to ship speed
o Prevents overtorque and overspeed in diesel engines
o Reduces engine wear
" Improved signatures and comfort
o Low noise levels
o Low vibration levels
" Shallow draft due to the absence of a rudder and propeller.
o Reduced risk of machinery damage
o Ability to operate in shallow water
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6.2 Waterjet Selection Procedure
Prediction of waterjet performance may be performed in three different ways:
* Graphical mapping of vessel[ resistance curves onto thrust/power curves given
by the manufacturers. The method is confined on the integration of existing only
waterjet units into the design. In addition it does not allow for investigation of the
effects that individual waterjet system parameters have into overall efficiency.
* First principles approach such as the ones presented on ref. [26]. These methods
allow for complete analysis but are extremely time consuming and require
extended technical expertise. Thus, they do not serve the scopes of a preliminary
design tool.
* Parametric methods based on propulsion tests results and empirical equations.
These methods are the most suitable for preliminary design studies.
Unfortunately, data from parametric studies on waterjets become very scarcely
available to the public.
A procedure that contains elements from all three prediction methods was
developed for the waterjet selection module. That way, the merits of all three methods
were exploited allowing for quick and reliable investigation of the problem. First, the
overall efficiency and other performance related characteristics are estimated for a user
given waterjet configuration. Then, the cavitation performance is investigated throughout
the speed range. The user inputs for the waterjet module are presented in the following
table.
INPUTS - WATERJET MODULE
NWJ Number of waterjets
D Nozzle diameter
Z, Height of impeller centerline relative to static
waterline
np Jet pump efficiency
Cc, (, W - Losses coefficients for intake and nozzle'
9
Table 8 User inputs from waterjet selection module
'9 Recommended values are provided to the user
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6.2.1 Prediction of Waterjet Efficiency
The prediction of the overall efficiency is based on the methodology presented on
ref. [25]. A diagram depicting the efficiency breakdown that was used for variants with
waterjet systems is shown in the following figure.
Figure 21 Breakdown of overall efficiency for ships with waterjet systems
The overall efficiency is estimated as the efficiency in an undisturbed
environment complemented with the correction for interaction effects with the hull.
A discussion on the relations that constitute the framework of the problem follows.
The principal relation for efficiency n is:
n = nO -nNT Equation 24
Where,
no: free stream efficiency,
nNT: interaction efficiency accounting for a change in environment of the system
The free stream efficiency is built up of two terms: an ideal efficiency accounting for
axial kinetic energy losses in the wake of the jet system and a, so called, jet system
efficiency, njs, accounting for the viscous and rotational kinetic energy losses within the
jet system itself (Equation 25).
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no = n, -njS Equation 
25
Where,
ni: ideal efficiency,
nis: jet system efficiency
According to ref. [26], the ideal efficiency is only a function of the thrust loading
coefficient for the waterjet (Equation 26). This, in turn, depends on the thrust per each
waterjet, the speed of the ship and the nozzle cross sectional area at the discharge of the
jet (Equation 27).
4
n = 1 +2 -CTn Equation 26
T
CTn ~ 2 Equation 270.5-ps-Vs 
-An
Where,
CTn: Thrust loading coefficient
Tg: Gross thrust per waterjet
An: nozzle cross sectional area at the discharge
On the other hand, the jet system efficiency is composed of the efficiencies of the
waterjet pump and the ducting system. Pump efficiency is assumed constant throughout
the speed range and is given by the user although a typical number of 0.9 is
recommended [26], [29]. The assumption of constant pump efficiency is valid since
pumps are designed with relative flat curves to much different waterjets and different
flow rates [27].
njS = np -nduct Equation 28
Where,
np: Pump efficiency
ndct: ducting system efficiency
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The efficiency of the ducting system depends on the nozzle velocity ratio2 , NVR, and
the energy losses at the intake and nozzle. It is given by the following formulas:
NV2 -c2
NVR - Ce Equation 29
NVR 2 .( + W) - ce-1)
NVR = + -1 +2 C Equation 30
Where,
NVR: nozzle velocity ratio,
ce: energy velocity coefficient due to boundary layer distribution at the intake,
xV: loss coefficient for the intake
(: loss coefficient for the nozzle
Typical values recommended on ref. [25] are available to the user.
Finally, values for the efficiency of interaction between the waterjet system and
the hull are received as a function of speed by interpolating between data received from
propulsion tests at Marin Netherlands and reported in [25]. Plots of all related elements
are developed against speed in order to facilitate the understanding of the waterjet
performance mechanisms (Figure 22, Figure 24). A discussion on performance
characteristics that are shared to certain degree between various designs and illustrated in
these figures follows in the next paragraphs.
The ideal efficiency drops when the loading coefficient rises. The loading
coefficient, in turn depends on thrust and the speed of the ship. That is why ideal
efficiency drops at the resistance hump where demands on thrust are high and then, rise
again when speed is becoming high.
20 The ratio of velocity of jet over velocity at the intake
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The ducting efficiency depends on the nozzle velocity ratio and becomes high
when the speed at the nozzle becomes much higher than the speed at the intake. That
happens in hump region where the pump yields high jet velocities to sustain the required
power. For that reason a local peak at the flow rate diagram some times appear. The free
stream efficiency, being the combined effect of the ideal and the jet system efficiencies,
always follows the trends of the ideal efficiency which is more variable.
As it may be observed from Figure 24, the interaction between waterjet and hull
influences greatly the overall efficiency. The interaction efficiency rises with speed and
becomes beneficial (higher than one) for speeds beyond hump region. The beneficial
effect is mostly attributed to the development of a net lifting pressure on the stem of the
vessel due to the potential flow field [26], [30].
6.2.2 Cavitation Performance
It is essential for the selected waterjet configuration to be checked against
cavitation. The cavitation in most cases initiates in high speeds. However when an
intense hump is present in the resistance profile, cavitation may also appear in lower
speeds. Extended cavitation will result in abrupt drop of efficiency due to impeller surge
accompanied with noise and mechanical distress.
The waterjet pump starts to cavitate if the local pressure at the impeller blade falls
below a critical pressure which is close to the vapor pressure of the water. Since it is
difficult to estimate the pressure itself, the cavitation is checked by means of the suction
specific speed, n,, which correlates to the cavitation inception to a large extend. This is
estimated by the following formulas.
nss 3 Equation 31
(g-Hs)
4
Q = NVR -Vs-An Equation 32
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Hs(x) = PO + [0.5 -p .( ) ce2VS2] + p5*g~zp - PV Equation 33
Where,
n,,: specific suction speed
n: impeller revolutions per second (rps)
Q: flow rate
H,: net pressure suction head
po: atmospheric pressure
zp: Height of impeller centerline relative to static waterline
pv: vapor pressure of water
As Equation 31 dictates, the specific suction speed is directly proportional to
impeller revolutions rate. The estimation of RPM has been based on power-RPM
diagrams given by Rolls Royce for specific models of Kamewa S-series (Figure 25). The
power required from each waterjet is estimated by using the predicted overall efficiency.
Then, a multi-linear interpolation for power and diameter is performed on the Kamewa
power-RPM diagrams in order to estimate the RPM corresponding to each power. Since
the power is a known function of speed as well, Speed-RPM diagrams may also be
produced (Figure 26). The particular diagrams will assist in the selection of suitable main
engines and reduction gears.
It is obvious that the applied method will give valid results only for mixed flow
waterjets with similar technology with that of Kamewa S-series. In addition the
applicability of the method is confined to impeller sizes between 63cm and 90cm, due to
lack of publicly available data for other sizes. Nevertheless, these facts are not expected
to hinder the versatility of the program because Kamewa waterjets currently prevail in the
market, and on the other hand, the employed range of sizes is in unity with the vessel
sizes that the program can handle.
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Figure 26 kW-RPM (left) and Speed-RPM diagrams (right) for user configuration
The estimated suction specific speed is plotted against the speed of the vessel in a
diagram such as the one shown in the following figure. For a given pump type n is
constant for all values of pump speed at which inception occurs. Therefore, the
boundaries defining the extent of cavitation are horizontal lines. Boundary values
received from ref. [26] have been utilized. More specifically, for n55 lower tha 0.7 the
waterjet operates without time restrictions. For values between 0.7 and 0.78 the waterjet
operates in reverse operation zone (rough weather or overload displacement). For values
between 0.78 and 0.89 it operates in intermittent operation zone. Values higher than 0.86
correspond to none permitted operational zone. When the requirement for cavitation-free
operation is not satisfied the user will have to either change the waterjets configuration or
alter the resistance profile by changing vessels characteristics. In all cases, a solution that
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combines the smallest waterjet with the highest possible efficiency and cavitation-free
performance will have to be pursuit.
1.2
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Figure 27 Specific suction speed and operational areas boundaries
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Chapter 7 Required Installed Power
Resistance is defined in terms of power as the effective power PE (Equation 34).
This, in turn is used to find the power delivered by the shaft PD, through the use of the
predicted delivered propulsive coefficient, nD (Equation 35). The power required by the
engine is given after the application of gearbox and shafting efficiencies (Equation 36,
Equation 37). Typical machinery efficiencies are recommended to the user.
PEff= RTotal-VshiI Equation 34
PEff
PD = -- Equation 35
nM = nG -nSH 
Equation 36
pBrake - - Equation 37
nM
Where,
Peff: effective power
RTOtai: total resistance
Vship: speed of ship
PD: delivered power
nG: gearbox efficiency
nSH: shafting efficiency
nM: machinery efficiency
The measure of vessel performance should be more than meeting steady-state
operational requirements throughout the entire speed range; Poor acceleration
characteristics also result in poorly perceived performance even though design speed may
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be attained. The acceleration of the vessel is connected to the accelerating propulsive
force through the Newton law:
AT = m-a Equation 38
Where,
AT: extra thrust required for acceleration
m: the mass of he vessel including the added mass of the water
a: longitudinal acceleration
Since power is proportional to thrust, a power margin on the total steady state
power requirement at hump speed has to be applied. This is particular important for ships
with particular pronounced hump (Figure 28). According to the user preference an excess
power of 20% [11] at the hump speed is superimposed to the power requirements at the
design speed21. The brake horse power required for installation is finally predicted after
the application of a power margin factor that accounts for power plant deterioration hull
fouling and other factor. A value of 10% is proposed on ref. [10].
EHP and BHP(Hp) vs Speed(Knots)
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Figure 28 Sample power requirements diagram
21 If the user select to impose acceleration requirements the maximum between 120% of the local maximum
in the hump region and the value of power at the design speed is perceived as the required power
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In general, in the prediction of power requirements added resistance in waves
should be considered for rough sea conditions as well. Unfortunately, since the available
systematic data in the field are very limited, the assessment of added resistance is feasible
only through extensive seakeeping model testing or intricate theoretical techniques. The
catamaran prediction tool accounts for 2% of the total resistance, which is a rough value
proposed for sea state 2. Extra power needed may be covered by the 10% of power
margin. Furthermore, catamarans, unlike monohulls, voluntarily reduce speed in rough
seas due to occurrence of slamming and high accelerations; therefore, need for power
higher than the one estimated by the Catamaran Performance Prediction Tool is not
anticipated.
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Chapter 8 Feasibility of Produced Variants
8.1 Catamaran Ships Survey
Since the Catamaran Performance Prediction Tool only examines the powering
performance of the ship, the resulted variant will not necessarily be balanced for any
given set of operational requirements. The user will have to pick the basic ship
dimensions according to the intended use of the ship. For that reason the conduction of a
catamaran ships survey was decided. Both actual vessels and proposed detailed designs
were considered. Various sourses were used for this task, including JANES High Speed
Craft, the internet, MAPC software, books and conference papers. 55 Catamaran designs
were included in the survey. The research was focused on identifying design trends and
relations between basic ship particulars such as:
" Length overall
" Beam overall
" Maximum Draft
" Total Displacement
" Lightship Displacement
" Payload
" Speed
" Power required
" Waterline Length
" Depth of hull
" Beam of the Demi-hull
" Separation between the hulls
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The survey information will assist the user to pick the initial basic
dimensions that correspond to the operational requirements. On the other hand, the
feasibility of the produced variants may potentially be checked by comparing them
against similar existing designs. A report that presents the survey results in terms of
tables and graphs is presented in Appendix 2. A short discussion on the survey highlights
follows.
Catamarans appear to have an upper limit for length in the area of 125m.
Structural concerns such as cross structure, torsional moments and longitudinal bending
moments limit the maximum length. Overall Beam, Draft and Depth show linear upward
sloping trends with length. The LWL over LOA ratio appears to be fairly constant in the
area of 0.85-0.9. LWL over Demi-hull Beam ratio varies from 9 to 20 showing an
increasing trend with Length. The Separation ratio varied from 0.1 to 0.3 showing no
particular trend with Length. The Demihull Beam over Draft ratio varies from 1.2 to 2.5
also showing no particular trend with Length. Finally, valuable results were received
regarding the carrying capacity of the catamarans. The diagram that shows the trends on
DWT 22 with respect to LOA for dedicated cargo and Car/Pax catamaran vessels may be
helpful to the user. DWT shows a steep increase with LOA.
8.2 Performance of the Design Tool
In general, goal of a performance prediction model is to offer values that represent
the potential full-scale vessel within acceptable tolerances. On the other hand, at the very
first preliminary design stage- the intended area of the Catamaran Performance
Prediction Tool - little hope is given to the designer that any particular software can be
used as a precise means of predicting a vessels performance at full scale.
2 2 DWT: the amount of cargo, fuels, water, stores and crew that ship could carry when fully loaded
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The writer shares the statement of D. MacPherson [19] that LiEuality L is not
always in coincidence with precision[] For example, at the preliminary design stage the
precise performance prediction of the variant will not make much difference to the
owner. This is particularly true for the high speed vessels where a variation on the
displacement of 14% between the initial design and the final ship has been statistically
confirmed.
On the contrary, the performance of a preliminary design tool is interwoven with
its ability to produce variants within a short time frame thus, giving designer the
advantage of performing numerous parametrical trade-off studies. As a result of the
carefully planned integration of all modules within the same interface, the [tatamaran
performance prediction tool Umay produce a variant within a time frame of less than three
minutes.
In addition, performance is related to the consistency of the tool within itself.
This has been verified through an extensive series of testing for each one of the
individual modules. Intrinsic consistency of the tool is important aspect on the trade off
studies where all produced variants should be based on the same assumptions and share
the same level of accuracy.
The investigation of the precision of the tool was a difficult to accomplish task,
due to the very limited availability of detailed information on existing catamaran designs.
Ten catamarans with sizes varying from 29m to 87m were selected for the validation.
Having a variation 8.24 to 15.92 in LWL/B ratios, 1.4 to 3.2 in B/T ratios, and 0.18 to
0.36 in separation ratios the sample is considered representative. The particulars of the
ships are presented in Table 9. To facilitate the prediction of power, educated
assumptions had to be made wherever exact data values where not available. Values for
actual and predicted power and the percentage of accuracy are plotted against the length
of the tested ships (Figure 29). The percentage of difference, lower than 15%, is
considered satisfactory for the preliminary design stage.
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Sun Jet Jade Turgut Solidor Luciano Cat
Name Eagle Caraibe Seamax Express Reis 1 5 Juan L Fedderico Link 3 Autoexpress86
LOA(m) 29.2 35 39.5 48 59.9 60 74.2 77.32 78.6 86.6
LWL(m) 26.6 31.3 33.3 41.6 51.2 56.5 60.5 69.9 68.5 74.2
Beam(m) 9.5 9.4 11.4 13 17.5 16.9 26 19 23 24
BeamDemihull(m) 2.5 3.8 3.6 4.88 4.5 3.9 4.33 5.65 4.3 5.31
LWL/Bdemi 10.64 8.24 9.25 8.52 11.38 14.49 13.97 12.37 15.93 13.97
Draft (m) 1.50 1.40 1.90 1.40 2.00 2.70 3.00 2.23 2.50 3.20
TunnelWidth St
(M) 4.50 3.80 4.20 3.24 8.50 9.10 17.34 7.70 14.40 13.38
(St+Bdemi)LWL 0.26 0.18 0.23 0.20 0.25 0.23 0.36 0.19 0.27 0.25
BDemi/Draft 1.67 2.71 1.89 3.49 2.25 1.44 1.44 2.53 1.72 1.66
Dipt) 110.00 121.80 300.00 250.00 680.00 800.00 850.00 721.00 1240.00 1380.00
VoV2 53.66 59.41 146.34 121.95 331.43 390.24 414.63 351.71 604.88 673.17
Cb 0.54 0.36 0.64 0.43 0.72 0.66 0.53 0.40 0.82 0.53
LWL/(Vol/2)^(1/3) 7.05 8.02 6.32 8.39 7.40 7.73 8.11 9.90 8.10 8.47
SpeedFull Load 30.00 34.00 45.00 38.00 34.50 36.00 43.00 52.00 34.00 42.00
Power Total (Hp) 5155 5200 10852 10621 17433 19311 21725 21590 29502 38621
Table 9 Ship particulars of the sample selected for the validation
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Figure 29 Actual and predicted power (left) and (%) accuracy of prediction (right)
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Chapter 9 Technical Applications
9.1 Resistance of Different Hull Forms
For a given type of hull form, the dependence of total ship resistance on a large
set of parameters has been demonstrated in chapters two and three. Catamaran resistance
is much more complicated to predict than monohulls due to the interaction effects
between the demihulls. The effect of the various geometry parameters and appendages
may be explored and the combination that leads to the optimum solution in terms of
resistance may be assessed. To illustrate that, a comparison is given between two round
bilge hull vessels with all characteristics similar except the ratio of LWL over Demihull
Beam (Table 10). The vessel with more slender demihulls shows lower resistance for
speeds higher than 13knots due to the lower associated wave resistance component
(Figure 30). The difference is more pronounced for the range of speeds that corresponds
to the resistance hump and reaches up to 35%. This is attributed to the fact that
interference is higher at the hump. In lower speeds the two ships follow the same profile
because the frictional resistance becomes important component and the low L/B variant
has smaller wetted surface area hence, lower RF.
Name Units UB=9.5 UB=16
LWL m 39.84 55
Beam (B) m 4.19 3.44
Draft (T) m 2.04 1.7
C8 - 0.5 0.5
Separation Ratio (S/L) - 0.2 0.20
B/T - 2.05 2.02
Displacement Itons 344.6 344
Table 10 Variants of different L/B
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Figure 30 Resistance comparison for variants with different L/B
The catamaran prediction tool may also assist in the assessment of trade off
studies between round bilge and hard chine hulls. Resistance and powering requirements
are the most significant criteria when making such design choices. The other two are
seakeeping and dynamic stability [32]. It is generally accepted that hard chine hulls
perform better in the planning region due to better hydrodynamic lift. At lower speeds
there is little difference such that the choice between this two hull forms becomes hardly
obvious and parameters other than speed have to be taken into account. The following
example illustrates the capabilities of the tool in that area.
Three different variants have been generated, all with hard chine sections and
geometry particulars exactly the same with these of the round bilge variant with L/B
equal to 9.5 that was formerly presented. The only difference between the hard chine
variants was the angle of the transom wedge; it was set at 4, 8 and 12 degrees from
horizontal. The resistance profiles of the four variants are depicted in Figure 31. It may
be observed that hard chine variants have the best performance in high speeds. In lower
speeds, hulls with transom wedge at 4 and 8 degrees still perform slightly better than the
round bilge, but the hull with wedge at 12 degrees reveals a serious disadvantage. It is
the operational profile that will determine the superiority of either of those variants.
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Figure 31 Resistance comparison for variants with different hull forms
9.2 Efficiency of Different Propulsors
The choice of most suitable propulsor will always be one of the most interesting
discussion topics in the high speed craft design community. Table 11 shows the available
propulsor options for high speed vessels, along with an indication of the maximum
achievable efficiency, and some associated generic advantages and disadvantages. The
use of surface propellers is limited to very low displacement vessels (<70tons) and very
high speeds. Air screw propulsion is suitable only for power supported vehicles due to
the low associated efficiency. Having that stated, the options left to the designer of a high
speed catamaran are the waterjets and propellers.
High speeds favor the use of waterjets because very high efficiencies are possible.
Propeller efficiencies diminish at these speeds, and propeller sizes may become
unmanageable for small and slender hulls like the ones that most catamarans feature.
Conversely, propellers in general show better behavior for heavy and slow ships.
Unfortunately, the boundaries that define the areas of superiority for each propulsor type
are not distinct. This fact is graphically depicted in Figure 32, obtained from ref. [11].
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Propulsor Preferred Speed Maximum
Type Range (knots) Efficiency Advantages Disadvantages
Propeller up to 35 0.73 - Low Cost - High diameter
-Vulnerability
Waterjet 25-70 0.73 -Compact - High Cost
-Low Vulnerability
-Steerable
Surface 40-100 0.67 - High Efficiency at very -Few
Propeller high speeds commercially
proven systems
Airscrews 50+ 0.50 - For Hydrofoils and Power -Low efficiency
supported vessels -Noise
Table 11 Propulsor options for High Speed vessels
SPEED -UOTS
Figure 32 Current trends for propulsor applications
The Catamaran Performance Prediction Tool may assist in trade-off studies
between propellers and waterjets for any given combination of ship and operational
requirements. Possibility of choice is given for the number of propulsors, the size and
other related characteristics. Particularly, for propellers trade off studies may be
conducted between fixed pitch and controllable pitch.
It should be noted that when making a comparative propulsor selection between
propellers and waterjets the displacement of the vessel should be taken slightly heavier
for the waterjets configuration due to the entrained water in the intakes [11]. An
assumption based on manufacturers [. data is that the extra weight for the waterjet
configuration is anticipated to be up to 1.5% of the bare hull displacement.
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Figures 33 to 35 reveal the results of a comparison between waterjets, fixed and
CPP propellers for the variant with L/B=9.5, made for illustration purposes. A
configuration of two waterjets with impeller diameter 0.9m has been compared against a
configuration of two propellers with 1.6m diameter designed to work at 5% cavitation.
Propellers are of either fixed or controllable pitch.
The delivery coefficient for the waterjet is the lowest at low speeds and receives a
high, almost steady value at high speeds. The fixed over performs the CPP propeller at
high speeds but shows relatively low performance at the hump region (Figure 33). The
required power follows the trends of the delivery coefficients corrected for the different
appendage resistance associated with each type of propulsor (Figure 34). For example, in
35knots waterjets have the same delivery coefficient as fixed pitch propellers but require
less power due to the lack of shafting and rudder resistance. Figure 35 reveals the RPM
requirements of different propulsors. The difference in the particular case reaches 25% in
the area of 22Knots and affects drastically on the selection of suitable propulsor.
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Figure 33 Delivery coefficients for variant with L/B=9.5
Figure 34 Power requirement for variant with L/B=9.5
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Figure 35 Propulsors RPM for variant with L/B=9.5
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Chapter 10 Decision Making Applications
The determination of the most suitable type of ship for a given set of operational
requirements must take place very early in the design process. In general, the economic
viability of a vessel depends on the earning capability and the total incurring costs
(Figure 36). The earning capability depends on commercial attributes, most important
being speed and carrying capacity, which are usually predetermined by the operator. The
incurring costs are strongly coupled with the technical attributes of the vessel. These
attributes reflect both the acquisition cost and the operating cost. It is apparent that, for
any given set of commercial attributes, the decision regarding the choice of vessel must
largely depend on the comparison between technical aspects of competing vessels.
It is estimated that the largest portion of a ship's total life cycle cost is locked in
during the concept design phase. Therefore, tools such as the one currently proposed are
of particular importance in the decision making process for the acquisition of a new ship.
Figure 36 Graphical illustration of economic viability components
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10.1 Carrying Capacity
For a given speed, the carrying capacity is the most important factor influencing
earning capability of the vessel. Therefore, carrying capacity had to be assessed in order
to facilitate the direct comparison between competing designs. Algorithms received from
ref. [33] have been employed for the estimation of the number of passengers and vehicles
that may be carried from a given vessel. These algorithms are based on the analysis of
data received from a large data base that includes high speed catamaran ferries of current
technology operating around the world. That analysis had shown a strong correlation of
carrying capacity with overall length and beam of the vessel. Since the passenger and
vehicle carriers are largely area-driven, the development of the particular algorithms had
been based on area requirements per passenger and vehicle.
To assess the carrying capacity, the user is urged to define whether the vessel E
intended use is carrying vehicles and passengers or passengers only. Then, the user
imports values for the following area related attributes:
" Seating area per passenger, As
* Ratio of total passenger area over total seating area, Ap/AS. That ratio determines
the area dedicated for accommodations such as restaurants, cabins, bars,
restrooms
Recommended values are presented in Table 12. Both, these attributes are definitive of
the level of passenger comfort, thus, the earning capability of the vessel. Their relation
with overall beam and length is defined from the parametric models shown in the same
table. An occupying area of 12.4m2 per vehicle has also been assumed. The vehicle and
passenger carrying capacity is estimated for any given ship geometry using these models.
It is apparent that different combinations of overall length and beam may result in
the same carrying capacity. This fact enables the user to investigate the effect of
alternative technologies and systems on the overall cost of the vessel while, at the same
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time, isolating it from the earning capability. The proposed method provides the base of a
sound, universal framework for comparison of alternative designs.
Type Passengers only Vehicles/Passengers
LxB (M2 ) 138+0.91*A, 471+0.55*A,+0.28*Av 23
As/Np(m^2) 0.55-0.85 0.8-1.4
AO/A, 1.1-1.3 1.3-1.7
AM A2) - 12.4*NV 24
Table 12 Regression equations and range of parameterss
10.2 Acquisition Cost
The acquisition cost for catamarans is generally higher than one of conventional
hulls with the same size. The most important reasons are:
* The use of advanced materials, with the most common being aluminum, in order
to save weight
* The use of advanced structural technology in order to compensate for the extreme
seaway and structural loads in the cross-structure
" The usual requirement for high installed power to achieve high speeds
Hull, outfit and material costs are the main components of the total building cost.
For these estimates, detailed data are required from shipyards and machinery
manufacturers. Such data are normally highly prioritized from shipyards, thus, very
scarce to find in the open bibliography. Therefore, for the assessment of these costs,
algorithms received from ref. [33] have been integrated into the Catamaran Performance
Prediction Tool. These algorithms were based on regression analysis of data on actual
contract prices for built vessels. It is claimed by the authors of the particular reference
that, although simplistic, the algorithms provide reasonable accurate estimations over a
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23 A: Area dedicated for vehicles
24 N: Number of vehicles
25 Received from ref. [33]
wide range of existing high speed ferries. The applied method allows the parametric
investigation of aspects such as machinery/propulsor installation type, and hull variation,
by assessing the direct effects into the building cost.
The assessment of hull cost is based in the hull mass, and estimates of the material
and labor costs provided in ref. [33] (1999) and adjusted for inflation to the present. The
labor hours have a range covering simple to complex structures and a mean value may be
received by the user for a first estimation. Suitable values received from the same
reference are provided in Table 13. Estimating the mass of the hull is another difficult
task to accomplish due to the lack of publicly available data. Parametric relations that
associate hull mass with ship geometric characteristics have been employed. These
characteristics are the length, beam, draft, depth, and separation between the side hulls
(for detailed information see Appendix 1). The framework for the estimation of hull cost
is described by the following equations.
CostHull= CostMaterial+ CostLabot Equation 39
CostMaterial = 1.1 -MassHulCostMaterialper_toi 26 Equation 40
CostLabor = MassHulrLaborHourlerton-LaborCosper houi Equation 41
Material cost/ton (Aluminum alloy) $6640
Labor hours/ton 600-900hr
Labor cost/hour $38
Table 13 Rates for materials and labor costs
The outfit cost estimation is based on the outfit mass and is given through the
parametrical formula presented in Equation 42. It represents mostly the cost of
accommodations and any secondary equipment which is normally not included in the
machinery cost. An approach that would divide outfit cost into labor and equipment is not
feasible due to the limited amount of available data in combination with the large
quantity and detailed nature of the ship outfit items. Therefore, the estimation of outfit
26 A material scrap value of 10% has been assumed
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mass was based on overall length and breadth of the vessel (for detailed information see
Appendix 1).
Costoutflt= 22000-MassoUtfi 27 Equation 42
The total machinery cost may be broken down into the cost for the purchase of
main machinery equipment, namely main engines, propulsors and gearboxes, and the
remaining cost ( Equation 43, 44). Remaining cost refers to the purchase cost of
auxiliary equipment such as generators and air conditioning units, and labor cost for
installation of machinery. According to ref. [33] the remaining cost may be approximated
as 40% of the main machinery cost (Equation 45). It has been observed that the costs of
main machinery components show clear trends with the installed power per component.
Formulas that relate cost with power have been implemented in the code. These formulas
have been reported in ref. [34] and are presented in Table 14.
Diesel Engines CostpE=0.262*Power (kUS$) 28
Gas Turbines CostrT=0.35*Power-3*10O*Powee (kUS$)
Gearboxes CostGB=57+0.0214*Power-3*1 V*Power2 (kUS$)
Waterjets Costw=0.468*PowerO' 82 (kUS$)
Table 14 Acquisition costs for main machinery equipment
COstMachtotal = COstMach main+ CostMach remainir
COstMach main = CostEngines+ CostGearboxes+ COstPropulson
COstMach remaininf- 0.4 -CostMachmaii
CostAcquisition CostHull+ Costoutfit+ CostMachtot
Equation 43
Equation 44
Equation 45
Equation 46
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2 7 Cost,tfit in US$
28 Power in kW
Having assessed all the individual building cost components, the total acquisition
cost is provided by Equation 46. It will have to be noted that the estimated cost does not
include any components accounting for research and development, normally involved
with vessels that employ advanced technological features. In reality, there will also be
other factors influencing the acquisition cost that have not been taken into account by the
current model. Such are the current market profit levels, the magnitude of the shipyard[i
order book, multiple builds, commissioning and delivery charges. However, when a
comparison of alternative designs is made, it may be safely assumed that these factors
remain fixed thus, do not affect the relative rating of the designs.
10.3 Operating Costs
In general, operating costs for catamarans are high, due to the high installed
power which leads to increased consumption of expensive light fuel. The various
components may be divided into two major categories. The first includes those costs that
incur only when the vessel actually operates and therefore are increased with operation
and highly dependent on the operational profile. Such are the fuel and maintenance costs.
The second category includes costs that are independent on the vessel[ operational
profile, with the most important being for crew, insurance, port charges.
Crew costs are directly proportional to the crew size, breakdown and relative
wages. On the other hand administration costs do not vary significantly with vessel type
and size. Insurance costs depend on the acquisition cost of the vessel. Port charges tend to
be high in the case of high speed ferries, because of the large number of daily crossings.
The actual port charges also vary according to the port of call. Maintenance costs may be
divided into two major components namely, machinery and hull maintenance. Machinery
costs are lower for gas turbines compared with diesel engines. Hull costs normally
depend on the size of the vessel.
All the cost components mentioned in the former paragraph are either very small
compared to the total operating costs or relatively insensitive to the vessel13 technical
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attributes or both. Therefore, it is reasonably safe to be omitted from a decision making
process that takes place in the very first preliminary design stage. That simplifies the
decision making approach by leaving the fuel costs being the single most important
parameter influencing the total operating costs for the life cycle of the vessel.
Fuel costs represent the largest portion of operating costs and are strongly coupled
with most of the technical characteristics of the vessel. The framework for the estimation
of fuel costs is given in Figure 37. Detailed description of the method is presented in
Appendix 1. Since, for any engine, fuel consumption is proportional to power, the
estimation of fuel costs start from the power requirements of the vessel for any given
speed. These values are readily available to the user from the Catamaran Performance
Prediction Tool for any given combination of ship geometry and propulsor type and size.
Main Engines peati
(Type, number)
! L6 Total consumptionP . onsuMpton jrat and associated fuel
R ents s 0 costs
Imb IDt-. 136 17.2 2038 244 2
Figure 37 Graphical representation of procedure for estimation fuel costs
Power requirements combined with the type and configuration of the main
engines result in the consumption rate2 9 of the vessel for the complete range of speeds.
The estimation of specific fuel consumptions3 0 was a necessary step for the prediction of
consumption rate of the vessel. For that aim, a survey for main engines, normally used for
High Speed Vessels, was conducted. The survey included 13 marine gas turbines rating
from 2375 to 19500kW and 36 high speed diesel engines rating from 2000 to 9020kW.
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' Measured in ton/hr3 0 Measured in gr/(kW*hr)
Correlation was observed between the specific fuel consumption and the power;
therefore, corresponding regression equations were developed. The results are graphically
illustrated in Figure 38.
Gas Turbines - Fuel Consumpbon -gh Speed Engines - Fuel Consurrption
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2202---
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Figure 38 Consumption survey results for engines used in High Speed Vessels
Finally, the total consumption for the life of the vessel may be assessed by
associating the consumption rates with the operational profile. Then, the fuel cost is
estimated by assuming fuel prices in $US/ton. In most cases, it is desirable by operators
that the vessel travels with the highest possible speed, namely, the design speed. That
way, they strengthen their position among other competitors by maximizing the customer
satisfaction while at the same time using the full potential of their assets. Unfortunately,
for catamarans, the maximum achievable speed depends heavily upon the encounter wave
height and heading of the ship. In rough seas, the severe accelerations and slamming
result in an increase of motion sickness incidence. In that case the voluntary drop of
speed becomes unavoidable.
The user of the program is urged to enter the operational profile in terms of per
cent proportion of operation time for distinct ranges of speed covering from 40% to 100%
of the design speed. The user may assess the profile by considering the probability of
occurrence of various sea states for the route of intended operation. Since the
consumption rate is not flat over the range of speeds, it is expected that the fuel costs will
vary significantly for different operational profiles. Coincidence of this is that different
operational profiles appoint different designs as the most profitable solutions.
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Finally, the sensitivity of operational profiles on incurring costs may be examined
by the user for any given variant. Given the long life span of the vessels, it is most likely
that the vessel will have to redeploy in different routes over her life. Therefore, it is
desirable that the vessel performs equally satisfactory for different operational profiles.
This attribute enhances the vessel[3 versatility and reflects positively on her second hand
price.
10.4 Case Study I. Effect of Operational Profile on Cost
To illustrate the effect of the intended profile of operations on total incurring cost,
two variants with similar commercial attributes were developed. The variants had the
same carrying capacity and quite similar main dimensions and hull ratios. The major
difference was that one variant had round bilge sections (RND) while the other had hard
chine sections (HRD) with a fixed flap at the transom, having 12 degrees angle with
horizontal. Both of them were equipped with the same configuration of propulsion plant
and propulsors. The most important characteristics for these variants are presented in
Table 15.
Variant 1 (RND) Variant 2 (HRD)
Carrying Capacity 483(pax) 484(pax)
Design Speed (knots) 35 35
Range(nm) 500 500
Section profile Round Bilge Hard Chine
LWL(m) 46.8 39.8
Beam Overall(m) 12.7 14.99
Displacement(lton) 357 341
Installed Power (hp) 11650 10940
Propulsors Waterjet 90cm (x2) Waterjet 90cm (x2)
Engines Diesel, High speed(x2) Diesel, High speed(x2)
Table 15 Main characteristics of variants with round bilge and hard chine sections
The corresponding resistance profiles of the two variants are depicted in Figure
39. It may be observed that the two variants, although quite similar, have different
resistance profiles over the range of operating speeds due to the different hull sectional
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properties. This fact renders the intended area of operations as vital parameter on the
decision making problem. For example, if the ship is about to be employed in sheltered
waters Eltaking for example Northern Aegean Sea - she will be able to travel close to her
design speed most of the time. On the contrary, if she is scheduled to operate in open
water routes 0 Southern Aegean Sea [1 lower speeds will be achieved. Figure 40 depicts
the operating profiles for the two distinct cases.
The results of the comparison between the two variants are presented in Table 16
and Figure 41. Variant 2 requires $0.697mil less than variant 1. In terms of fuel costs,
when in sheltered waters, variant 2 will cost $0.108mil less than variant 1 but in open
waters it will cost $1.529mil more. Concluding, the comparison in terms of life cycle cost
will favor variant 2 (hard chine sections) when the vessel is scheduled to operate in
sheltered waters and variant 1 (round bilge sections) when she is intended for operation in
open seas.
Cost ($US millions)
Variant 2
Difference
($US millions)
Acquisition 14.267 13.57 -0.697
Fuels-Calm Seas 26.975 26.867 -0.108
Fuels-Rough Seas 21.053 22.582 1.529
Total-Calm seas 41.242 40.437 -0.805
Total-Calm seas 35.32 36.152 0.832
Table 16 Cost estimations for competing variants
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Figure 39 Resistance profiles of two competing hulls
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Figure 40 Operational profiles for sheltered waters (left) and open seas (left)
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Figure 41 Cost breakdown for sheltered waters (left) and open seas (left)
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10.5 Case Study II. Effect of Main Engines Configuration on Cost
The type and number of main engines have a drastic effect on the acquisition cost
and the fuel costs as well. In general, diesel engines are more economical than gas
turbines in terms of initial procurement, and consume less fuel. On the other hand, gas
turbines weigh much less and may give much larger horse power per engine unit.
To exhibit how crucial is the propulsion plant configuration in the performance of
catamarans, a case study was set up and analyzed using the Catamaran Performance
Prediction Tool. Eight variants were developed, with almost similar dimensions, and
propulsors, but, featuring either diesel or gas turbine configuration. The variants had
design speed from 20 to 50knots in steps of l0knots. All were designed for range 500nm.
The carrying capacity of all variants was kept constant; around 50 vehicles and 700
passengers. The overall length and beam were at the area of 60m and 17m respectively.
Currently, the tool does not have the ability to synthesize by running continuing iterations
until a balance in terms of weight variant is produced. Therefore, shipN displacement was
manually adjusted in a way such that the weight allocated for passengers and vehicles are
the same in all cases. That resulted in lower displacement for variants with gas turbines
propulsion, and subsequently, lower installed power.
The associated incurring costs were estimated for the two distinct cases of diesel
engines and gas turbines configuration. Cost values for all variants are presented in Table
17. The breakdown into acquisition and fuel costs is presented in Figure 42. For both
propulsion plant configurations the acquisition and the fuel costs rise with design speed.
Diesel engines show lower acquisition and fuel cost for most design speeds except the
very high ones. Figure 43 suggests that, for the particular set of variants, gas turbines
constitute an attractive solution for design speeds higher than 43knots.
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Design speed 20knots 30knots 40knots 50knots
Diesel Engines
Acquisition($mil) 26.07 28.20 33.59 41.66
Fuels($mil) 12.61 29.47 59.20 92.04
Total($mil) 38.67 57.67 92.79 133.70
Gas Turbines
Acquisition($mil) 26.04 29.07 34.14 39.74
Fuels($mil) 16.63 37.84 61.71 90.35
Total($mil) 42.67 66.91 1 95.85 130.10
Table 17 Cost values for variants with diesels and gas turbines
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Figure 42 Breakdown of cost for variants with diesel engines and gas turbines
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Figure 43 Total cost comparison between variants with diesels and gas turbines
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10.6 Case Study III. Effect of L/B Ratio on Cost
L/B ratio31 is a leading parameter in the decision making process because of its
drastic effect on the technical and economic attributes of the vessel. To illustrate that
point, two variants with the same carrying capacity, displacement and machinery
configuration were developed. Both variants where designed to cover a range of 360nm
with a speed of 30knots. Their main characteristics are presented in Table 18.
Variant 1 (low L/B) Variant 2 (high UB)
Design Speed (knots) 30 30
Range(nm) 360 360
L/B 8.95 16.62
LWL(m) 60 70
Beam Overall(m) 23.3 20
Displacement(Iton) 1058 1069
Installed Power (hp) 26190 18150
Propulsors Waterdet 90cm (x4) Waterjet 90cm (x4)
Engines Diesel, High speed(x4) Diesel, High speed(x4)
Table 18 Main characteristics of competing variants
As it was expected, the variant with low L/B required higher power for
installation to reach the design speed. A breakdown of the major weight components of
the vessel is given in Figure 44, in order to provide an insight on the influence of L/B on
the technical characteristics of the design. It is observed that variant 1 has lower hull
weight but much higher machinery weight than variant 2. Again in this case, the technical
characteristics reflect heavily on the acquisition cost (Figure 45) and fuel cost (Figure
46). The cost for hull construction was $2.2 millions less in Variant 1 while the cost for
machinery installation was $3.2 millions less in variant 2. In terms of overall acquisition
cost variant 2 was $1 million cheaper, with a percentage difference of 4.5%. Proceeding
to the comparison of fuel costs for the life of the vessels will make the decision problem
crystal clear since variant I requires $22 millions more for fuels (33% difference).
3' Ratio of water line length over the beam of the demihull
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Figure 44 Breakdown of major weight components (low L/B left, high L/B right)
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APPENDIX I Catamaran Performance Prediction Tool
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MIT Catamaran Selection Tool.mcd
The program predicts resistance components and propulsive characteristics for the majority of
catamaran vessels larger than 20m. Resistance prediction may be achieved for the two major types of
hull - Round Bilge and Hard Chine. Propulsive estimations are conducted for both Propellers and
Waterjet propulsors.
Program Peculiarities: 1. The program utilizes 10 excel worksheets. First scroll down and open
sequentially each one of these sheets. Then, start using the program.
2. The name of the document should always remain the same. Save the
document into a folder and change the name of folder
General Inforrmation on Hull Types and Assosiated Series
Double click on arrow on the left to open area
Round Bilge Hulls
For ships with round bilge hull operating in the displacement and semi-planning region. The program
predicts Total Resistance, Propulsive Efficiency, and finally, Required Power. The prediction is made
in all the range of speeds.
The Southampton extented NPL series was used as the base for the bare hull resistance
estimations. The original models are of round bilge with trasom stern with no underwater appendages.
Round Bilge hull typical
cross section
Series Layout
LOA: 40m-70m
Displacement: less than 1500tns
Form parameters for best performance at range for Fn: 0.4-1.
LWLJBeam : 8-17
(Stunnel+Bdh)/LWL: 0.2- 0.4
Bdemihull/Draft: 1.5- 2.5
Cp: 0.653, 0.733
CB: 0.35-0.6
Hard Chine Hulls
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR CATAMARAN
VESSELS WITH ROUND BILGE AND HARD CHINE HULLS
MIT, Department of Ocean Engineering Pragiskos oud4kis
Naval Construction and Engineering zourigr@mlt.edu
1
4123/2005
MIT Catamaran Selection Tool.mcd
For ships operating in the upper semi-planning and planning region hard chine hull is the optimum
choice. The Berlin Model Basin (VWS) Hard Chine Catamaran Series '89 was used as the base for
the resistance and powering estimations.
Tests have demonstrated that the symmetrical hull form requires the lowest propulsive power for
speeds corresponding to Fn from 0.7 to 1.2. Consequently, '89 series consist only of forms with
symmetric sections, a transom edge and external spray rails. Underwater appentages are included.
The original models included rudder and deadwood that carried the shaft and protected against
grounding.
Hull cross section
'eries Layout
OA: 20m-70m
isplacement: less than 1 OOOtns
orm parameters for best performance at range for Fn: 0.8-1.d
ap ratio Stunnel/LWL=0.2
ertival Hull Clearence: Htunnel/LWL=0.06
Deadrise angle: bM=16-38 degrees
JB: 7.55-13.55
Constants and Units definitions
Color index
Inputs
Check for limits
Outputs
Linked Spreadsheets
kW := kN - -
sec
Iton:= 9964.02 -N g := 9.81 - m
sec
Type FR for fresh water and SA for salt water
Ps := if( Water = "FR" ,999. -,if Water = "SA", 1025.87 - ,"invalid"
3 3
m m
Ps = 1.026 x 103 kg m-3 Water density for ship at 15 celcius
Pa:= 1.225 - k air density
3
m
knot:= 1852.-
hr
92 2
Constants
3kN:= 10 .*N
nm:= 1852m
4/23/2005
MIT Catamaran Selection Tool.mcd
VS := if Water = "FR" , 1.13902 - 10- 6 2 ,f Water= "SA" ,1.1883-10- 6. , "invalid"
sec ( sec'
vS = 1.188 x 10- 6 m2 S, Kinematic viscocity for ship at 15 degrees celcius
2
vm:= 1.13902 - 10- 6 _-- Kinematic viscocity for fresh water at 15 degrees celcius
sec
poe:= 101325 kg 2  Atmospheric pressure
mn - sec
pV:= 1700. kg 2
m - sec
Vapor pressure at water
Input of main characteristics Catamaran main dimensions
Required Speed in Knots
Type RND for round bilge
Type HRD for hard chine unndkr
Sellect type of propulsor. For Waterets type "WJ". For Propellers type "PR"
Air resistance coefficient. Typical range from 0.4 to 0.6
depending on the degree of streamlining
Clearence of wet deck from water line
Superstructure deck height
Number of superstructure decks
Run either RND or HRD resistance module depending on the hull choice
ROUND BILGE HULL - Resistance and Hull Interaction Factorn
Double click on arrow on the left to open and run routine
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) Water line
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MIT Catamaran Selection Tool.mcd
ROUND BILGE HULL - Additional Characteristics
Water line length Suggested values :40m-70m
Maximum Breadth of demihull
Tunnel width
Draft
Prismatic coefficient Suggested values between 0.653 and 0.733
Suggested values between 0.38 and 0.65
Type YES if skeg exists, otherwise type NO
Type YES is sonar exists, otherwise type NO
Type YES if ride control exists, otherwise type NO
S:= Stunnel + BXDH
Beam:= Stunnel + 2 BXDH
LWLRND:= LWL
S = 8.19 m Separation between catamaran centerlines
Overall Beam
BeamRND:= Beam BXDHRND := BXDH Dr ftRND:= T
Resulted values vary between 8 and 17
For safe results 0.2<S/LWL<0.4
For safe results must vary between 1.5 and 2.5
VRequired m
FfnRequired:= 1.94384 sec
(g - LWL) 2
Froude Number at the required speed
Limits Check
a "value within the limits" b := "* * !!! VALUE OUTSIDE SUGGESTED LIMITS !!! ***"
CheckLB(x) := a if 8 x 17 CheckBT(x) a if 1.5 5 x 5 2.5 CheckFn(x):= a if FnRequired 1
b if x > 17 b if x > 2.5 b if FnRequired > I
b if x < 8 b if x < 1.5
94 4
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CheckSL(x) := a if 0.2 x 0.4 CheckCp(x)
b if x > 0.4
b if x < 0.2
a
b
b
if 0.653 x : 0.733
if x > 0.733
if x < 0.653
CheckLB LWL ) = "value within the limits"
(BXDH)
CheckBT - = "value within the limits"
FT
CheckCp(Cp) = "value within the limits"
CheckFn(VRequired) = "value within the limits"
Vol:= 2CB - LWL - BXDH - T
A := Ps -Vol -g
ARND := A
LWL= 7.183
(Vo 3
2
Vol = 341.217 m3
Total Displacement
For safer results must vary between 7.4 and 9.5
ROUND BILGE HULL - Bare hull resistance
For the estimation of bare hull resistance ITTC 78 method is used
LWL = 7.183
Vol) 3
2 )
Lm:= 1.6m
LWL
Lm
The original models have LWL=1.6m
x = 24.9 Ratio of Geometric Similidute
95
I
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Wetted Surface Area
Given
LWL
AW_____ 0.5 = LAratio
AWSdemi0  -
AWSdemi:= Find(AWSdemi) -+ 205.63147670635777423 - m2
AWS:= 2. AWSdemi
Hull Wetted Surface Area
Residuary Resistance and Form Coefficients
CRm
'CRm:= 1000
Form factors: k = 0.3 Corresponds to the demihull in isolation viscous factor
1 = 1.541 Corresponds to the demihull interference viscous effect
Similidute Between Model and Ship
For the model:
Vm := Fn - (g -Lm 2 Because Fn should be the same for ship and model
96 6
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0.075
CFm = _>
og(Rnm - 2)2
CWm:= CRm - 0 - k -CFm because: CRM s CWm + 0 - k - CFm
For the ship:
Cws:= CWm
Vs:= Fn - (g - LWL) 2
0.075
CFs((2
(log(Rns - 2)2
LWLRns := s - ---
vs
S
VsKnots:= Vs - 1.94384 - -
m
VsRND: Vs
Correction for surface
roughnes effects
For Aluminum and GRP hulls ACFs=O
For Steel clean hull ACFs=0.20E- 3
RF := 0-5 Ps - [Vs . [(CFs + ACFs) - AWS]]
CRs:= CWs + p - k - CFs
0.01
0.0084
CRs
-0.0068
CRm
* --0.0052
0.0036
0.002 0.
RR:= 0 .5 Ps - (CRs - AWS)]
CR Coefisients for Ship and Model
.2 0.3
CTs:= CWs + (I + 0 - k) - CFs
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Fn
RBH:= 0.5Ps - 2 - (CTs - AWS)]
97
Lm
Rnm:= Vm - -
vm
1..
f 0
*
* 0
.5..,
S. ~ -
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ROUND BILGE HULL - Air and wind resistance
Av:= (2 - BXDH - WedDechCl) + DeckNum - DeckH - Beam
Projected above water transverse area
Absolute Wind Speed in knots
vw:= Vwknots m,
1.94384 s
RAA:= CAA - 0.5 - Pa -
VW = 3.087 ms
((vs + Vw . A)2
Wind speed for Beufort in m/s
Air and wind resistance
ROUND BILGE HULL - Apendage Resistance
Skeq Resistance
kskeg:= 1.5 Holtrip factor for skegs. Typical values from 1.5 to 2
I Total area for both skegs
RSkeg Os- 2kg m if Skegind = "NO"
RF
S(1 + kskeg) - Areaskeg if Skegjnd = "YES"
Shafts & Struts Resistance
fShSt:= 0.03 if NP=
0.05 if NP
0.08 if NP =
0.12 if NP
RShStr:= fShSt - (RR +
2A PitchType = "X" Values taken from ASSET Resistance manual
2 A PitchType = "FX"
2 A PitchType = "CPP"
2 A PitchType = "CPP"
RF) Resistance due to the exposed shafts, strut barrels and struts
Rudder Resistance
AREARudder:= 0.017 - LWL -T -2 Rudder area. Typically 1.4-1.7% of LWL*Draft
98
Beaufort Wind Speed Probable
Scale (knots) Wave Height
0.00 0 0.00
1.00 1-5 0.10
2.00 6-11 0.2-0.3
3.00 12-19 0.8-1
4.00 20-28 1.0-1.5
5.00 29-38 2.0-2.5
6.00 39-49 3.0-4.0
7.00 50-81 4.0-5.5
8.00 62-74 5.5-7.5
4/23/2005
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AREARudder = 2.763 m2
kRudder := 1.5 Holtrip factor for rudders. Typical values from 1.2 to 1.5
RRudder:= RF * (1 + kRuddr) AREARudderAWS
Ride Control Fins Resistnce
kRideControl:= 2.8 Holtrip factor for stabilizers. Typical value 2.8
RRideContro:= -s kg m if RideControlind = "NO"
RF (1 + kRideControl) - AREARideControl if RideControl ind = "YES"
AWS
Sonar dome resistance
kSonar:= 2.7 Holtrip factor for sonars. Typical value 2.7
RSonar:= Os- 2kg m if Sonarind = "NO"
RF
-. (I + kSonar) - AREASonar if Sonar id = "YES"AWS
Parasitic drag due to zink anodes and hull openings
CDP:= 0.15 Paracitic drag coefficient
Area of one hull opening
Number of hull openings
AX := Xi - AXi Total area of hull openings
AZ:= Zi - AZi
Area of one zink anode
Number of zink anodes
Total area of zink anodes AZ = 0.08 m2
99 9
- M 1- --.- 11.- - ft--06
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RpAR:= 0.5 - Ps - Vs2 -[CDP - (AZ + AX)] Drag due to anodes and hull openings
Total appendage resistance
In wateret instalations there is absence of Shafting and Skeg.
Typical practice is not to fit rudders as well
RAPD:= RPAR + RSonar + RRideControl if PropulsorType = "WJ"
RpAR + RSonar + RRideControl + RRudder + RShStr + RSkeg if PropulsorType = "PR"
ROUND BILGE HULL - Added resistance in waves
ARAW:= 0.02 - RBH Roughly 2% of total calm water resistance at Beufort scale 2.
ROUND BILGE HULL - Total Resistance
RTotaIRND:= (RBH + RAA + RAPD + ARAW) Total Resistance
s := cspline(VsKnots, RTotaIRND)
RtotaIRND(x):= interp(s,VsKnots,RTotaRND,X)
Sends the values to excel to receive the
following diagrams
T T T T T T) First open this excel and then click on the
(VsKnots RR Rp RAA RApD ARAW f ollowing diagram for update
Contribution Of Resistance Com ponents
350000 -
300000 -
250000 *
200000 - RA
150000 CR[3 RAA
100000
50000 -
* RR
0~
7.7 11.5 15.4 19.2 23.1 26.9 30.7 34.6 38.4
Speed (Knots)
100 10
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% Fraction Of Resistance Components
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
7.7 11.5 15.4 19.2 23.1 26.9 30.7 34.6 38.4
Speed (knots)
ROUND BILGE HULL - Hull interaction factors Run this field If propellers is your option
The method is valid for round bilge hullforms with transom.
The estimation is only for designs with propellers (Baily) The SO__
series have been tested for monohulls with LJB less than 9
Total number of propellers
You will have to reenter this value
at the propellers section
Degrees
Vs
FnVOI:=
[- 2
g.(Vol) 3
'0.00343
0.1152
al := -0.27571
0.1633
-0.02828)
for i := 0.. 32
Angle of propeller shaft with buttock mean line.
The estimation may be done only for either 7 or 16 degrees
Type FX for fixed propeller, CPP for controlable pitch
-0.39857)
1.7369
a2 := -2.26262
1.14525
-0. 19804)
al :Regression coefficients for C 8 <0.45
a2 :Regression coefficients for CB>=0.45
101
U
Cu
U-
*DRAW
* RAPD
o RAA
0 RF
M RR
---- .. d 11MONOWN - -,- , ",- 1 -1 -1- , "1 .- - .
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(FnVoi) 1
[Fnol1 2
[FnVoI1 3
fFnVoi] 4 -
wRND := ai
al,
0.02
0.01
Make w continue function of speed:
s := cspline(VsKnots, wRND)
wRNDCont(x) := interp(s, VsKnots,wRND,x)
wRNDCont(VRequired) = -0.03
(0.43803 "
-0.92242
b7 := 0.81950
-0.32145
0.04659)
0
WRND .
0.02
-0.03
-0.04
7.'69
(0.41018 '
-0.47956
b16 := 0.22567
-0.03129
0)
tRND. : b7 - Fneoef, if alpha = 7
b16 - Fnfcoef if alpha = 16
"Give shaft angle within the limits"
Fncoef i
Fncoefi
if CB < 0.45
if CB 2 0.45
Wake factor
12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3
VsKnots i,O
Regression coefficients for shaft
angles 7 and 16 degrees
Includes oblique flow effect due to
shaft inclination from horizontal
otherwise
Thrust deduction Factor
Make t continue function of speed:
s := cspline(VsKnots,tRND)
tRNDCont(x) := interp(s, VsKnots, tRND,x)
0.15
0.1
tRND,
0 0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
7.69
ni-DtRND
nH.RND 
-- D
12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.43
VsKnots. O
a
102 12
Fncoef 0
.43
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Hull Efficiency
Make nH continues function of speed:
s := cspline(VsKnots,nH.RND)
nH.RNDCont(x):= interp(s,VsKnots,nH.RND,x)
nH.RNDCont(VRequired) = 0.925
0. 69 12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.43
VsKnots iO
:Regression coefficients for nR
relative efficiency bejhind the ship FnnRcoef. =
'jO
nR.RND. := nRl FnnRcoef1 '0 'jO0
Make nR continues function of speed:
s := cspline(VsKnots,nR.RND)
nR.RNDCont(x):= interp(s,VsKnots,nR.RND,x
nR.RND
nR.RNDCont(VRequired) = 0.949
Relative rotative efficiency
0.97
0.95
0093
0.9
0.88
0.85
7.69 12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.
VsKnotsi,0
HARD CHINE HULL - Resistance and Hull Interaction Factors
Double click on arrow on the left to open and run routine
103
0.97
0.93
nH.RND. 0 0.9
0.87
0.83
ngR :=
0.81524 '
0.43985
-0.47333
0.19918
-0.02351
-0.00201)
1
(FnVol 
.0 )1
[FnVOl. 0 ] 2
[FnVo.i 0 3
[FnVo.i] 4
FnVol(i 0 ]
43
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HARD CHINE HULL - Additional Characteristics
Water line length Suggested values :40m-70m Deadwood configuration
Maximum Breadth of demihull
Midship Deadrise Angle
Must always vany from 16 to 38 degrees
Angle of Transom Wedge
Must always be 0,4, 8 or 12 degrees
Instead of 0 please give lOE-20
Type OPN for open shaft configuration
Type DWD for configuration with deadwood
Type YES if skeg exists, otherwise type
NO. In DWD configuration
skeg is not included in calculations
Open Shaft configuration
Type YES is sonar exists, otherwise type NO
Type YES if ride control exists, otherwise type NO
Must always varry between 7.55 and 13.55
Draft - BXD,/Draft Ratio is kept constant and equal to 2.05 for VWS 89 Series
2.05
Stunnel:= LWL - 0.167
Beam:= Stunnel + 2 BXDH
In hard chine series this ratio is kept constant
Overall Beam
BXDH
= 2.05
Draft
LWLHRD:= LWL BeamHRD:= Beam BXDHHRD:= BXDH Draf:HRD:= Draft
Froude Number at the required speed
Limits Check
104
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CheckLB(x) :=
Check~w(x) :=
a if 7.55 x 13.55
b if x > 13.55
b if x < 7.55
a if x = 10 (-20) v x = 4 v x = 8 v x = 12
b otherwise
CheckpM(x) :=
CheckFn(x) :=
a if 16 x 38
b if x>38
b if x < 16
a
b
if FnRequired 1.4
if FnRequired > 1.4
CheckLB 4(L J= "value within the limits"
IXDH)
CheckpM(PM)= "value within the limits"
Checkfw(8w) = "value within the limits"
Checkn(Required) = "value within the limits"
WSC = 8.176
LBC= 7.196
Wetted surface coefficient
Volume coefficient
Given
LWL LBC
( 3
2
Given
Vol
2 
-Draft
CB- LWL. BXDH
A:= ps - Vol - g
Given
Vol:= Find(Vol) -+ 338.40860912438717187. m3
CB:= Find(CB) -+ .50119887366560509761
Total Displacement AHRD := A
WSDemi ,
2
Vo)3
2 )
105
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2
WSDemi:= Find(WSDemi) -+ 250.10902630311769985 - m2
HARD CHINE HULL - Residual resistance
4/23/2005
Wetted Surface Area of the demi hull
incuding deadwood and rudder
For the estimation of bare hull resistance ITTC 57 method is used
Residual Resistance
Fnyo:= (0.75 1 1.25 1.50 2 2.5 3 3.5 4) Volumetric Froude Number
RR Residual resistance
E R Residual resistance coeficient
- . 0.5
Vs := FnyO- g -(o)3
2 )
j 0.. 32
F := 0.75 + j -0.1015625
VsKnotsHRD := VsHRD - (1.94384
VsKnots:= Vs - 1.94384 -sec
m
- 0.5
VsHRD:= F - g - -2 This variable will be used in thepropulsion secton
sec)
m)
HARD CHINE HULL - Frictional resistance including deadwood and rudders
LW L
Rn:= Vs -
vs
CF 0.075
( lo ) 2(log(Rn) -2
For Aluminum and GRP hulls ACvs=O.3
For Steel clean hull ACvs=0.50E-3
Correction for viscous and
surface roughness effects
106 16
RR:= -A
2
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RFtrial:= 0. 5. Ps - (CF + ACV) -2 - WSDemi - Vs
The frictional resistance estimated so far is
for deadwood configuration with rudders
WSA:= 2 - (WSDemi - AREARudder - 0,12 - WSDemi)
Approximate Hull Wetted Surface Area (not used in the calculation)
HARD CHINE HULL - Appendage resistance
Deadwood Resistance
According to VWS, deadwood resistance may be estimated on
the base of wetted surface with mean reduction factor 0.15
Rdeadwood := 0.5 - Ps - (CF + ACV) - 2. (0.12- WSDemi) - S
Rudder Resistance
AREARudder:= 0.017 - LWL - T - 2 Rudder area. Typically 1.4-1.7% of LWL*Draft
AREARudder = 2.761 m2
kRudder := 1-5 Holtrip factor for rudders. Typical values from 1.2 to 1.5
(RFtrial - Rdeadwood)
RRudder:= 
- (1 + kRudder) -AREARudder
AWS
We estimate bare hull frictional resistance by subtructing the components for rudder and deadwood
RF := RFtrial - Rdeadwood - RRudder
RBH := RF + RR Bare hull total resistance
Skeq Resistance
kskeg := 1.5 Holtrip factor for skegs. Typical values from 1.5 to 2
Total area for both skegs
107
Bare hull frictional resistance
4/23/2005
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s-2RSkeg:= Os 2kg m if Skegind = "NO" v ShaftConfig = "DWD"
RF
-(1 + kskeg) -Areaskeg if Skegjind = "YES"
Cannot have Skeg & Deadwood
together
Shafts & Struts Resistance
Coefficients taken from ASSET.
Resistance receives values in
open shaft configuration only
fIts, strut barrels and struts
fShSt 0.03 if NP * 2 A PitchType = "FX" A ShafiConfig = "OPN"
0.05 if NP 2 A PitchType = "FX" A ShaftC0 nfig = "OPN"
0.08 if NP = 2 A PitchType = "CPP" A ShaftConfig = "OPN"
0.12 if NP 2 A PitchType = "CPP" A ShaftConfig = "OPN"
0 otherwise
RShStr:= fShSt ' (RR + RF) Resistance due to the exposed sha
Ride Control Fins Resistance
kRideControl:= 2.8
RRideControl:= Os- 2kg m if RideControl ind = "NO"
RFRF (1 + kRideControl) - AREARideControl if RideControl ind = "YES"
AWS
Sonar dome resistance
Holtrip factor for sonars. Typical value 2.7
RSonar:= Os- 2kg m if Sonarind = "NO"
RF
-. (1 + kSonar) - AREASonar if Sonar ind = "YES"
AWS
Parasitic drao due to zink anodes and hull oDeninas
CDP:= 0.15 Paracitic drag coefficient
Area of one hull opening
108 18
Holtrip factor for stabilizers. Typical value 2.8
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AX:= Xi -AXi
AZ:= Zi -AZi
Number of hull openings
Total area of hull openings
Area of one zink anode
Number of zink anodes
Total area of zink anodes
RPAR:= 0.5 - Ps - Vs -[CDP - (AZ + AX)] Drag due to anodes and hull openings
Total Appedange Resistance
In wateriet instalations there is absence of Shafting and Skeg.
Typical practice is not to fit rudders as well
RAPD:= RPAR + RSonar + RRideControl + RRudder + Rdeadwood if PropulsorType = "PR" A ShaftConfig = "I
RPAR + RSonar + RRideControl + RRudder + RSkeg + RSh Str if PropulsorType = "PR" A ShaftConfi
RPAR + RSonar + RRideControl if PropulsorType = "WJ"
HARD CHINE HULL - Air and Wind resistance
A := (2 -BXDH . WedDechcl) + DeckNum - DeckH - Beam
Projected above water transverse area
Absolute Wind Speed in knots
VW:= Vwknots m
1.94384 sec
Vw = 3.087 m s~I1 Wind speed for Beufort in rn/s
RAA:= CAA - 0.5 - Pa - ((Vs + Vw )2- Av
HARD CHINE HULL -Added resistance in waves
ARAW:= 0.02 - (RBH) Roughly 2% of total calm water resistance at Beufort scale 2.
19
AZ = 0.08 m2
Beaufort Wind Speed Probable
Scale (knots) Wave Height
0.00 0 0.00
1.00 1-5 0.10
2.00 6-11 0.2-0.3
3.00 12-19 0.6-1
4.00 20-28 1.0-1.5
5.00 29-38 2.0-2.5
6.00 39-49 3.0-4.0
7.00 50-61 4.0-5.5
8.00 62-74 5.5-7.5
Air and wind resistance
HARD CHINE HULL - Total Resistance
109
. 1164* -0-010fthw-
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RTOtal:= (RR + RF + RAA + RAPD + ARAW)
k := cspline(VsKnotsT, RTotal)
RtotalHRD(x) := interp k, VsKnotsT , R Total , X
RTotalHRD:= RtotalHRD VsHRD - 1.94384 -eRtota1HyVS ~ M m)
Total Resistance
This variable will be used in the
propulsion secton
Sends the values to excel to receive the
following diagrams
First open this excel and then click on the
following diagram for update
ontribution Of Resistance Components
14.3 17.9 21.5 28.6
Speed (Knots)
100%
% Fraction Of Resistance Components
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
10.7 14.3 17.9 21.5 28.6 35.8 43.0
Speed (knots)
HARD CHINE HULL - Hull Interaction Factors and Dynamic TrimRun this field only if
11n propellers is your option
20
C
(D
L)
400000
350000
300000
250000
200000 -
150000
100000
50000
0
10
SDRAW
* RAPD
o RAA
o RF
.7 35.8 43.0
0L
*DRAW
* RAPD
RAA
E RF
* RR
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i:= 0.. 8
This spreadsheet returns corresponding values
for three district values of Bm, for each
different speed
Thetadynam, Dynamic running trim
tx: Thrust deduction factor when propeller is
in horizontal position
wT Wake factor
PM_district:= (16 27 38) Interpolation to find values for the given PM
s(O,i) := cspfine(PM-district ,tX i) tX(x,i)O:= inteps0,i)0Mdistrict ItX(0 j)
s 0, ) := cspline( wT(x, i) := interqs(, i)' M district W(0,T X
S( 0 , i) csPline(PM-district ,Thetadynamic T)
Thetadynamic(x, i):= inters(0 , )' M_district T Thetadynamic (0 , x]
WHRD := W*M,i) Thetadynamic := Thetadynamic(oM,i)
Degrees Angle of propeller with waterline. Typical values 5-15 degrees
tHRD:= 1 - [co (Thetadynamic + Thetastatic) ' (1 - tX)]
Interpolation to make t, w, Thetadynamic a continues function of speed
s := cspline(VsKnotsT, Thetadynamic)
s := cspline(VsKno t s , wHRD)
s := cspline V s5 nT ,tHRD)
Thetadynamic(x):= interp(s,VsKnotsT, ThetadynamicX
wHRDCont(X):= interp s,VsKnotsT wHRD,X
tHRDCont(x) interp s, VsKnotsT , tHRD, x
111 2
Includes shaft angle
with horizontal
4/23/2005
OM-district , WT(O ))
tx i := tx(pmi)
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3
2.4
1.8
1.2
0.6
010
Dynamic Trim Angle
.74 20.05 29.35 38.66
Speed(Knots)
0.1
0.084
0.068
0.052
0.036
47.97 57.27
0.02 .10.74
Thrust Deduction Factor
20.05 29.35 38.66 47.97
Speed(Knots)
1 - tHRD~
nH.HRD:= 1 - WHRD
s := cspline(VsKnotsT nH.HRD)
Wake Factor
nH.HRDCont(x):= interp s,VsKnots nH.HRD,X
Hull Interaction Efficiency
0.97
0.94
0.91
0.88
20.05 29.35 38.66 47.97 57.27
Speed(Knots)
0.85 '10.74 20.05 29.35 38.66 47.97 57.27
Speed(Knots)
nHHRD:= nH.HRDContVsKnotsHRD) For use in the propulsor sellection section
Bl
Propulsor Sellection and Estimation of Propulsive Efficiency
RTotal:= RTotalRND if HullType = "RND" Vs : VsRND if HullType = "RND"
I RTotalHRD if HullType = "HRD" VsHRD if HullType = "HRD"
Use either Waterjet or propeller routine depending on your option
112
57.27
0.05
0.03
0.01
-0.01
-0.03
-0.0510. 74
22
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Wateriets
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area and run Waterjets routine
Total number of waterjets
Nozzle Diameter Curenly accepts range from 0.63m to 0.9m.Update for larger D is following
Height of impeller centedine relative to static watedine (positive downward)
RTotalPerWJ:= RTOtal
NWJ
VrequiredSl = VRequired -1.94384 sec
Thrust that is required from each waterjet
VrequiredSl = 12.861 ms Required Speed in /s
VsKnots:= Vs - 1.94384 -
m
A2
4
Tg:= RTotalPerWJ
T9
CT n:=
1 2
- ps 
-Vs 
-An2
2
An= 0.636 m Nozzle cross sectional area at dishcarge
Gross thrust, may be taken equal to the bare hull
resistance per waterjet
Thrust loading coefficient
Estimation of Overall efficiency
NVR2:= - + 2- (I + 2. CTn)2 2
s := Cspline(VsKnots,NVR)
s:= cspline(VsKnots,Vs)
NVRCont(x):= interp(s,VsKnots,NVR,x)
VsCont(x) := interp(s,VsKnotsVs,X)
NVRCont(VRequired) = 1.575
113 23
- I
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2
1.85
NVR
1.7
1.55
Nozzle velocity ratio
1.4' -7.69 15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
Q(x):= NVRCont(x)- VsCont(x) - An
3
2.5
2
1.5
Thrust loading coefficient
I'
7.69 15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
NVR usually varies between 1.3 and 2.2
Wateret Flow Rate in fA3/secl
Q(X)
20
15
10
5
07
Flow Rate [mA3/sec]
.69 15.37 23.06 30.74
X
Waterjet Characteristics
Pump efficiency. Typical value 0.9 (Allison 93, Van de Vorst 95)
Energy losses due to the boundary layer velocity distribution in the intake
Typical value 0.9
Loss coefficient for the intake. Typical values from 0.15 to 0.2
Loss coefficient for the nozzle. Typical value 0.02
4
nj Ideal efficiency, accounting for axial kinetic energy losses in the
wake of the jet system
3 + (1 + 2 - CTn) 2
NVR -ce )
nduct:= Ducting Efficiency, Typically between 0.9 and 0.95
NVR2 - (I + ) - ce2 (
114 24
CTn
38.43
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Ideal Efficiency
0.85
0.81
n,
0.78
0.74
0.7L7.69 15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
njs:= np - nduct Jet System efficienci
energy losses within
noWJ:= (nI - njs Free stream effi
0.95
0.93
0.9
0.88
0.85
Ducting Efficiency
69 15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
y, accounting for viscous and rotational
the jet system itself
ciency
nINT Total interaction efficiency accounting for a change in environment
The following area estimates nINT using regression from available data (Terwisga 97')
0.2) 0.9 "
0.3 0.92
0.4 0.97
0.5 1.02
0.6 1.05
0.7 1.07
FnL:= 0.8 nINT:= 1.07
0.9 1.07 s:= cspline(FnL,nINT) Nint(x) := interp(s,FnL,nINT,x)
1 1.065
1.1 1.055 for i := 0. 32 INT := Nin Fn 0 )
1.2 1.05
1.3 1.045
1.4) 1.04
115
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Free stream efficiency
1.1
1.03
n[NT
0.95
0.88
0.8 '
7.69
0.64
0.62
- 0.6
0.58
0.56
7.
nDWJ (nowJ - nINT
0.7
0.68
0.65
nDWJ
0.6
0.58
0.55
7. 69
interaction efficiency
15.37 23.06 30.74
VsKnots
38.43
Quasi-Propulsive efficiency
nD for waterjet
12.81 17.93 23.06 28.18 33.3 38.43
VsKnots
Estimation of the minimum available diameter for the required power
(based on Kamewa Sit Series)
PD :Ship delivered power (the power that Wateriets will receive from engines)
(RTotal -Vs
D_KW 00(nDWJ) - 1000
Power in KWatts PD KW
NWJ
s := cspline(VsKno ts , PWJ)
PWJRequired:= PWJCont(VRequired)
PWJCont(x):= interp(s,VsKnots,PW x)
3 2 -3
PWJRequired = 1.947 x 10 kg m s
116 26
15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
69
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3000
2625
PWJ 2250
1875
PWJRequiredl500
00 1125
750
375
0
Required engine power per WJ
5 7.88 10.75 13.63 16.5 19.3822.25 25.13 28
VsKnots, VRequired
(4000 )
5000
Power:= 7000 (kg m2 s-3)
8000
s 10000 )
s := cspline(Power,MinD)
(o.63 '
0.642
MinD:= 0.71 m
0.80
"'0.90)
MinD(KW):= interp(s,Power, MinD, KW)
I
MinD( KW)
MinD(PWJRequired)
0.85
0.7
0.55
04
Minimum diameter available 3 2 -3
PWJRequired = 1.947 x 10 kgm s
Diameter may not be lower than MinD
M JRquired) = O524m
4000 5500 7000 8500 1-104
KW
Estimation of Wateriet rpm (based on Kamewa S11 Series)
i:= 3.. 40
KW i-3,0 := 250. i
s:= cspline(KW,rpm)
This Spreadsheet returs the
KW-rpm curve that corespondes
to the sellected diameter
rpm(Kw):= interp(s,KW,rpm,Kw)
117 27
Available data for Kamewa
waterjets series SI,
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rpmmax := rp{ PwJCont(VRequired) ( 2 -3)
600
520
440
360
280
rpm vs KW for waterjet
Now, since kW is a known function of
RPM, the speed-RPM diagram may be
assesed
speed -PWjCont(VsKnots)
(kg m2 s-3)
200'-100 469.31 838.62 1207.93 1577.24 1946.55
Kw
rpm(speed)
800
680
560
440
320
rpm vs speed for waterjet
200'
8.65 15.2 21.76 28.32 34.87 41.43
VsKnots
Check for Cavitation
Q(x):= NVRCont(x) - VsCont(x) -An
Hs(x) :=
Wateret Flow Rate in [m/secA3]
P0 + [2- Ps (i - ) ce2 vscont(x)2 + Ps * g * zp - PV
Ps g
rPn PWJCon(x) ( 2 3)
i (~kg m S' ) 2
60 Qx) 1 1
nss(x) 360se~)J3 (sec)]
(g - Hs(X)) 4
Net pressure suction head from
energy consideration over the intake
suction specific speed
118 28
rpm(Kw)
RPM will effect the selection of
engine and reduction gear
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k := 40
Given
k < VRequired
M := Maximize(nss, k) M = 25 nss(M) = 0.74
Cavitation Limits
CheckCav:= "Waterjet operates in unrestricted operation zone " if nss(M) 0.7
"WaterJet operates in reverse operation zone(Rough weather or overload Disp)" if 0.7 < nss(M) s (
"WaterJet operates in intermitent operation zone " if 0.78 < nss(M) 0.86
"WaterJet operates in none permited zone " otherwise
CheckCav = "Waterjet tes in reverse on zone(Ro weather or overload Di I
1.2
n5s(x) 1.06
0.86 0.91
0.78 0.77
0.70 0.63
nss(M) 0.49
0.34
Suction sp. speed vs Ship speed(Knots)
0.2'
10 12.57 15.14 17.71 20.29 22.86 25.43 28
x9 x, x, x, M
Final Wateriet Characteristics
Nozzle Diameter
Maximum rpm
l
Propellers
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area and run the Propellers routine
119
iture improvement: The pump
Iciency depends on nes. For better
vuracy one should go to the np and
.rate according to n,- n, diagram
29
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Number of propellers This value is defined globaly. No need to go back to Round
Bilge interaction factors Section and change it
The propellers section sellects optimum propeller and estimates the quasi propulsive coefficient, n D'
Either Wageningen or Gawn propellers may be used as propulsors.
The module picks the best propeller by optimizing the open water efficiency for the specific required
speed.
The user may either enter the desired propeller diameter and receive the optimum rpm or enter rpm
range and and receive the optimum propeller diameter. The later approach may be followed when
the propulsion plant configuration is fixed.
wCont(x) wRNDCOnt(x) if HullType = "RND"
WHRDCont(x) if HullType = "HRD"
tCont(x) tRNDCont(x)
tHRDCont(x)
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
RTotalCont(x) RtotalHRD(x) if HullType = "RND"
RtotaRND(x) if HullType = "HRD"
V := d VRequired m
1.94384 sec
VAreq = VrequiredSI The propeller is optimized for the required speed1 - wCont(VRequired)
5 -2 Regresson between the dinstict values to find
RTotalcont(VRequired) = 1.712 x 10 kg m s Rtotal for the required speed
Treq:= RTotalCont(VRequired) - (I - tCont(VRequired)) Treq = 1.63 x 105 kg m s-2
T Preq := Treq Required thrust per propeller
NP
Propeller Characteristics
Sellect type of propeller. For Wageningen B type "W" For Gawn type "G"
120 30
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Sellect maximum permissible % of Cavitation. Should be either 10 or 5
m Distance of propeller's center line from Waterline in [m]. Typical clearence from
hull is 0.25*Diameter
Number of blades
Proppeller may be sellected either by specifying the Diameter and leaving rpm to receive an
optimum value or by setting rpm as constant and leaving Diameter to obtain optimum value
f-**izWg-i1.4 *arlla To obtain results from Constant Diameter routine type Dia
To obtain results from Constant Diameter routine type RPM
Constant Diameter Routine
Need to open the following worksheet and run the optimizer
m Enter desired Propeller Diameter in [m]
Constant RPM routine
Need to open the following worksheet and run the optimizer
Enter desired Propeller rpm
121 31
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Final Propeller Characteristics
Diameter:= PropDia if Propind = "Dia"
I DRPM if Propind = "RPM"
rpm:= rpmDia if Propind = "Dia"
RPM if Propind = "RPM"
AdvRatio_J:= JDia if Propind = "Dia"
JRPM if Propind = "RPM"
EAR:= EARDia if Prop_ind = "Dia"
EARRPM if Prop_ind = "RPM"
PitchRatio := PitchRatioDia if Prop_ind = "Dia"
PitchRatioRpM if Propind = "RPM"
no:= nO.Dia if Prop-ind = "Dia"
n0.RPM if Prop_ind = "RPM"
Propeller Diameter in [m]
Number of blades
Expanded Area Ratio (Ae/Ao)
Pitch Ratio (PID) at design speed speed
Advance Ratio (VA'nD) at design speed
Open Water Efficiency at design speed
rpm at design speed
Estimation of open water efficiency for Of-Design operation
122
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VA V
A - wCont(VsKnots)
Tp:= -
NP
rps := 2 J.:= I KT := 0.5
4/23/2005
T := [RTotalCont(VsKnots) -( - tCont(VsKnots)II
i := 0.. 32
An initial estimations TOL := 0.1
Given
J.= VAi sec
rps.- Diameter m
(3t ( Z)
0 KrgofKTregCoef KTregcoef KTregcoefKT, = (KTregCoef(O K (jregcoef~ ato EAR Z z
T P.
KT.
Ps - (rps) 2 - Dia
g.:= Find(rps,J,KT)
4
meter
41
m
2
secJ
Please be patient for one minute. If you run WA TERJET option
you may disable this evaluation (Right click on equation).
rps := [g 0,01 i,) K2 [( i)0
rpm:= 60. rps
600
450
rpm
150
?1 .53
Propeller rpm
18.25 24.98 31.7
VsKnots
1.5
1.25
J
0.75
38.43
Propeller advance ratio
0.1 1.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
123 33
i 
, 0
I
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Propeller rpm
1000
751.25
rpm 502.5
253.75
5
5.93 9.39 12.85 16.31 19.77
VA [m/sec]
The rpm knuckle in hump region is more
pronoumced in this diagram because of
the w effect in VA
KQ,:= I KQregCoel
( e(0) KQregCoef
f . (3;) 
-
(2) (3) (45)
KQregCoef KQregCoef KQregCoef
PitchRatio - EAR . Z
0.3
0.24
0.17
0.11
0.05
Propeller thrust loading
11.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
nOFixed:= -(J2 - 7E KQ)
0.78
0.73
noFixed
- 0.69
0.65
F(x,y) := 1 K:= matrix(33, 1,F)
noCPp:= 0.98n0 - K no forC
Propeller torque loading
0.08
0.063
KQ 0.045
0.028
0.01'
11.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
Propeller open water efficiency
0.6'
11.53 18.25 24.98 31.7 38.43
VsKnots
creating a unit matrix
,PP is steady and reduced by 2% due to larger hub
no:= I0_Fixed if PitchType = "FX"
noCpp if PitchType = "CPP"
124 34
KT
R - R -7:=
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Final Propulsive coefficient for propellers
nH := nH.RND if HullType = "RND"
nH.HRD if HullType = "HRD"
nR:= nR.RND if HullType = "RND"
10.96 if HullType = "HRD"
nDPR:= ( 0 - (nH - nR)
0.95
0.91
R 0.88
0.84
nH*nR for Propellers 0.6
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.8'-
7.69 15.37 23.06 30.74 38.43
VsKnots
'l
nD for Propellers
7.69 15.37 23.06 30.74
VsKnots
Estimation of Brake Horse Power
PE := (RTotal -Vs)
PDWJ fWPEJ
(nDWJ)
PE:Ship Effective Power
PD PR-= -
-- ~nDPR)
PD :Ship delivered power
Typical gear losses Typical Shaft losses
nM = 0.941 Machinery losses
PBrake_WJ
PD PR
PBrake- PR - Power required by engine
E
PB rakeH P _W J * = _
(nD-Wj *
1.34102
1000
sec3
kg -m 2 )
Total Power required from engine in Hp
125
-I
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nM:= nG -nSH
(nU(ntrjnR
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PE 1.34102 sec3
PBrakeHPPR:= (nPR M 1000 kg -m)
PBrakeHp:= PBrakeH-P_WJ if PropulsorType = "WJ"
PBrakeHPPR if PropulsorType = "PR"
31.34102 sec
1000 kg - m2
s cspline(VsKnots, PBrakeHp)
s cspline(VsKtots, PEfHp)
8000
72001
Effective power (does not include Hull-Propulsor interaction)
PBrakeHpCont(X) interp(s,VsKnots,PBrakeHp,x)
PEfHpCont(x) interp(s,VsKnots, PEfHp,X)
EHP and BHP(Hp) vs Speed(Knots)
10 11.8 13.6 15.4 17.2 19 20.8 22.6 24.4
Speed(Knots)
Effective Power
Total PQwer
Power at req. speed
Brake horse power at service speed
Check for existance of local maximum in the hump region
i:= 0..9 VsKnotslow= VsKnotsi Take all speeds that correspond to Fn<O.45
HumpMaxPower :=max(PBrakeHpCont(VsKnots_low)) Value of local maximum power requirement in hump
126
'-
6400
5600
4800
4000
3200
2400
1600
800
A
26.2 28
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Hp
If a pronounced hump exists, you will have to account for a power
margin in the hump region, Type YES or NO accordingly
A thrust margin of 20% superimposed at the local maximum power at hump is recomeded (Blount)
ReqBHP:= PBrakeHpCont(VRequired) if HumpMarginFactor = "NO"
max(1.2- HumpMaxPower, PBrakeHpCont(VRequired)) if HumpMarginFactor 
= "YES"
Power Margin Factor. Typical margin for concept design in high speed crafts is 10%
POWERInstalled:= ReqBHP - PMF
Hp
Final Required Power for installation
(after PMF application)
Estimation of Fuel Requirements
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area
Input required range in nm
Sellect "DE" for diesel engines or sellect "GT for gas
turbines engines, only high speed diesels are considered
Input number of engines
Input total power Generator Sets
POWERInstalled - 0.7457
N E-Ppereng N
S -7 2 9 M
con_rateDE (3. 10 - Ppereng - 0.005 - Pper_eng + 218.26). kW - hr
I -7 2 gm
con rateGT:= (2. 10 - Pp 2_eng 0.0068 - Ppr_eng + 293.05) kW - hr
kW Power for each engine
Regression received from Higt
Speed Diesels ranging from
2000kW to 9020kW
Regression received from Gas
Turbines ranging from 2300kW
to 19500kW
con-rate:= con rateDE if EngineType = "DE"
con rateGT if EngineType = "GT"
127
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Rate of consumption. The assumption here is that depending on speed,
the number of working engines will be such, that they wil always operate
near to design rpm. Thus, the consumption rate will be remaining constant
time:= Range
VsKnots -knot
con rateGen := 220 - gm
kW - hr
Time needed to cover the distance
Assumed consumption rate for generator sets
ConPerHour := [(conrate - PBrakeHp 0.7457 - 1000 -
2 -3+ eG(kg m s T + con-rateGen -GenPower]
Con:= (ConPerHour - time)
30
25
20
15
10
5
Required fuel VS Speed of Transit
10 13.6 17.2 20.8
speed(knots)
s:= cspline(VsKnots , Con)
2
0
1.6
1.2
0.8
0.4
0
24.4 28
Hourly Consumption VS Speed of Transit
10 13.6 17.2 20.8
speed(knots)
Fuelrequired(x) := interp(sVsKnots, Con,x)
Required fuel payload for the given combination of
range and service speed
Fuel req:= 1.2 -Fuel required(VRequired) Allowance 20% fuel in the tanks at the end of the trip
Estimation of achievable range for any transit speed
(Fuel required(VRequired)
ConPerHour - 3.6- ton S)
128 38
0
24.4 28
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Achievable Range VS Speed of Transit
16.8 19.6 22.4 25.2
speed(knots)
Mass Estimations (waterlets only)
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area
The mass is broken down into hull, outfit and machinery fuels and "usefull"
"Usefull" is the mass dedicated for: Passenger and Luggage
Crew and effects
Vehicles
Fresh water
It may be consindered as a measure of vessel's profitability
Estimation of Hull Mass
DraftRND
Draft:=
m
DraftHRD
m
LWLRND
LWL:=
m
LWLHRD
m
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
BeamDemi:=
BXDH R]
m
BXDH H
m
BeamRND
Beam:=
m
BeamHRD
m
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
WedDechCI DeckH
Doverall:= - + DeckNum - k + Draft
m m
Doverall = 6.78 m Overall depth including superstructure
129
1000
800
600
400
00
200
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R
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Ec:= 2 - 1.14 -LWL - [(BeamDemi + Draft) + 0.85 - (Doverall - Draft) + 1.6. (Beam - 2 - BeamDemi)]
0.00064 - Ec 1' if Ec - 3025
0.39 - EC0 9 if Ec > 3025
tons
Estimation of Outfit Mass
Weightoutfit:= 0.03 - 1.14 - LWL - Beam
Estimation of Machinery Mass
#j a Input number of Gear Boxes
POWER Installed - 0.7457
NE
Ppergearbox :=
POWER-Installed - 0.7457
NGB
POWER Installed - 0.7457
NWJ
WeightDiesels:= NE - (-8 - 10 - Ppreng 2 + 5.7223 - Ppereng - 1264)
WeightGasTurines:= NE - (3 + 0.00056 - Ppereng)
WeightDiesels if EngineType = "DE"
WeightGasTurines if EngineType = "GT"
tons Estimation
equiation L
WeightGearboxes := NGB - 0.00348 - Ppergearbox
Weightwaterjets := NWJ - 0.00018 - Pperwaterjet
of Engines Weight is received from regression
ased on High Speed Diesel Engines
0.75
.18 tons
WeightPropulsion := WeightEngines + WeightGearboxes + WeightWatejets
WeightRemaining := 0.55 -WeightPropulsion Reamining machinery installation mass is estimated
as a fraction of the total propulsion mass
Weighthull :=
tons
NWJ = 2
Pper-eng
Pper-wateret :=
NE = 2
WeightEngines :=
- 10- 3
130 40
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WeightMachinery_Total := WeightPropulsion + WeightRemaining
1.05
WeightFuels := 10 - Fuelreq1000 - kg
Estimation of "Usefull" Mass
A ARND if HullType = "RND"
AHRD if HullType = "HRD"
Allowance of 5% is assumed for lub oil weitght
1.016A:= A Iton
Conversion from Iton to
metric ton
WeightUsefull:= A - Weighthull - Weightoutfit - WeightMachineryTotal - WeightFuels
tons
Weighthull
WeightMachineryTotal
WeightFuels
1.5
2.5
3.5
Weightoutfit 4.5) L
SWeightUseful
Weighthull
WeightMachineryTotal
A - %
WeightFuels
Weightoutfit
A.%
% Usefull mass as percentage of the total displacement
Actual Weight Breakdown
2
60
50
40
30
20
% Weight Breakdown
1: Useful Mass
2: Hull Mass
3: Machinery
Fuels
Outfit
10
3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
category
Estimation of Total Acquisition Cost
131
category
(not including R&D cost)
41
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K:=
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
300-
270-
240-
210-
180-
8 150-
120'
90.
60'
30'
0
..... ..
5 11 1
Weight'Usefull
I 2
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Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area
Hull Cost
It is based on Hull mass and estimates on material and labor costs.
Maw~ostgpe o t,= 6640 US dollars
Labee~ostCOWM mr 4 # USdollars
hr
ton
(waterjets only)
Orignal data ($30 on 1999)
were adjusted for 4% inflation
in 2005 prices
Labor hours per ton. Typical values: 600-900 hours
COStMaterial := Weighthull - MatCostper-ton - 1.1 - 10-6
COstLabor:= Weighthull -LaborHours_per ton - LaborCostper hour - 10- 6
CostHull:= COStMaterial + COstLabor
Outfit Cost
Costoutfit := 22000 - Weightoutfit - 10 6 US dollars
millions
millions
millions
millions
Machinery Cost
COstDiesels:= NE - 0.262 - Pper-eng - 10-3
COStGasTurbines:= NE - (0.35 - Pper-eng - 3 - 10 6. Pper)eng2 . 10 3
COStEngines COstDiesels if EngineType = "DE"
COStGasTurbines if EngineType = "GT"
COStDiesels = 1.193 millions
COstGasTurbines = 1.562 millions
millions
COStGearboxes := NGB - (57 + 0.0214 - Ppereng - 3 - 10- Ppereng) - 10- 3 illions
COstWaterjets:= NWJ - (0.468. Ppereng0.82) . 10-3
COStPropulsion := COStEngines + COStGearboxes + CostWaterjets
millions
millions
132 42
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COStRemaining:= 0.4. (CostPropulsion) The purchace cost of remaining items such asgenerators along with labor cost for instalation
millions
COStMachineryTotal := CostPropulsion + COstRemaining
Total Acquisition Cost
COStTotalAcq:= CostHull + CostOutfit + COStMachineryTotal millions
CostHull
K:= CostOutfit
COstMachineryTotal
7'
5
4
2
0.5)
1.5 1
2.5)
Acquisition Cost Breakdown
0 1
70T
CostHull
COStTotalAcq - %
Costoutfit
(CoStTotalAcq //%)
COStMachineryTotal
(COstTotalAcq - %)
% Cost Breakdown
0.5
1.5
2.5
1:Hull
2:Outfit
Machine
0
0
~i-w Iji
3
category
0 1 2 3
category
Assesment of Life Cycle Fuel Costs for the Vessel
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area
Hours of operation per year
Expected number of years in service
% operation time with speeds between 40% and 60% of design speed
millions
60
777777771
2
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% operation time with speeds between 60% and 80% of design speed
% operation time with speeds between 80% and 100% of design speed
Perc4060 + Perc60 80 + Perc80_100 = 100
Perc40 60
H:= Perc60_80
Perc80_100
0E
100-
90,
80-
70'
60'
50'
40'
30'
20"
10-
io
Fuel price per ton in US dollars
0.5. VRequired)
0.7 - VRequired 1
0.9 ' VRequired)
Transit Operational Profile
20 25
speed(knots)
Time := hoursperjyear -years in service - 0.9hr
s := cspline(VsKnots, ConPerHour) ConPer
Total time in transit operations. It is assumed that
ship is on transit on 90% of operting time
Hour(x) := interp(s,VsKnots, ConPerHour,x)
0.-&VRequired
Con40_6O =
0. 4
-VRequired
0.8-VRequired
Con60_80 J=C o n 6 0 -8 -f 6 V R e q u i r e d
OVRequired
Con80_100:= {VRequid
O.8-VRequired
ConPerHour(x) dx -
0.2 - VRequired
ConPerHour(x).dx - I
0.2 . VRequired
ConPerHour(x) dx - 02 eqid
ton
Con4 0_60 = 0.218 -hr
ton
Con 80_100 = 0.9 -hr
Costfuel := Time - (Con 40-60 - Perc 40_60 + Con 60_80 - Perc60_80 + Con 80_100 - Perc80_I00) - prprton - 10- 8
134
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Present value of Fuel Cost for the life of ship. AnnuitySUS millions formula was not used because it is assumed that fuel
prices will rise with the same interest rate.
COStTotaIAcqo COStTotalAcq
(CostTotalAcq + Costfuel) - %
COstfuel% =COstfuel(CostTotalAcq + Costfuel) - %
(COStTotalAcq 0.5)
COstfuel 1.5)
0
~1
20-
18-
16-
14-
12.
10-
8
6-
4'
2.-
CostTotalAcq% 0.5)
K%:= yCOStfueI% 1.5)
Total Cost Breakdown
~A
0
category
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
% Cost Breakdown
Acquisition
Fuels for Live cycle
1 2
category
Estimation of Passengers and Vehicle Carrying Capacity
Double click on arrow on the left to collapse/expand area
Type "PAXr for passengers only or "CARPAX" for passengers and vehicles
m 2  Input seating area per passenger in square meters
Recomended values: 0.55-0.85 for passengers only vessels
0.8-1.4 for car-pax vehicles
135 45
The estimation is based on regression equations for vehicles with the following carrying capacities:
Passenger only Catamarans: 50<Passengers<650
Vehicle/Pasenger catamarans: 150<Passengers<1 500
Vehicles<450
i i
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The total passenger area includes accomondations other than
seating such as restrooms, bars, cambins
Recomended values: 1.1-1.3 for passengers only vessels
1.3-1.7 for car-pax vehicles
For car-pax vehicles only: Input required number of vehicles to
receive the number of passengers
LWLRND
LWL:
m
LWLHRD
m
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
BeamRND
Beam:
m
BeamHRD
m
if HullType = "RND"
if HullType = "HRD"
LWL - Beam - 138
APasTotal_ p:= 0.91
AVehicles:= 12.4. NumberOfVehicles
APasTotalp = 390.351 n
AVehicles = 0
2M.
APasTota_p: Total passenger area
Avehkces: Total vehicles area
APasTotalCP :=
LWL - Beam - 471 - 0.28 - AVehicles
0.55
APasTotal := APasTotalP if TypeOfVehicle = "PAX"
APasTotalCp if TypeOfVehicle = "CARPAX"
APasTotal
Aseating: TotalPassover SeatingArea
NumberOfPass P:= Aseating
SeatingAreaPerPass
Aseating = 300.27 2m Aseating Total seating area
136 46
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APPENDIX 2 Catamaran Ships Survey
137
138
Catamaran ships - survey table (a)
Sun Eagle 29.2 26.6 9.5 2.5 10.64 1.50
Jet Caraibe 35 31.3 9.4 3.8 8.24 3.50 1.40
Searnax 39.5 33.3 11.4 3.6 9.25 1.90
Dodekanisos Express 40.05 34.6 11.5 3.5 9.89 3.20 1.81
Royal Ferry 40.25 37 9.3 3.2 11.56 3.50 1.50
CNM Evolution 43.1 40.1 10.4 2.4 16.71 4.10 1.44
Brelyan 44 39 12 3.41 11.44 1.75
Eid Travel 46 41.7 12 4.33 9.63
Jade Express 48 41.6 13 4.88 8.52 4.00 1.40
San Gwann(KvFj) 49 43.1 12.5 3.1 13.90 4.65 1.95
Madikera 49.45 43.6 14 2.35
SSTH 50 (d) IHI LTD 49.9 8
San Gwann(Fjellstrand) 51 48 12.5 3.3 14.55 4.75 1.95
FBM 53 Tricat 52.8 47.5 13 1.62
LA Viking Two 55 47.5 15.2 4.1 11.59 4.50 2.00
55m RO/RO PTE LTD 55 15 2.00
Autoexpress 56 56 49.8 14 2.70
K40 Incat (d) 58 52 14.5 2.00
Turgut Reis 1 59.9 51.2 17.5 4.5 11.38 6.65 2.00
Nordic Jet 60 54.5 16.5 3.95 13.80 5.85 2.90
Solidor 5 60 56.5 16.9 3.9 14.49 5.85 2.70
Sea Bird 62 56.6 15.4 3.4 16.65 5.40 2.30
63m RO/RO PTE LTD 63 16 2.00
Autoexpresss 66 Austal 66.2 59 18.2 2.50
Juan Patricio 70.36 63.9 19.5 5 12.78 5.65 2.10
Highspeed 2 72 63.5 17.5 4.73 13.42 5.90 2.50
Ocean Arrow 72.09 70.2 12.9 4.69 14.97 4.50 2.05
73m CAR FERRY (d) AMHS 73.4 63.8 18 2.70
Juan L 74.2 60.5 26 4.33 13.97 3.00
Mai Mols 76.12 63 23.4 4.6 13.70 8.05 3.36
HighSpeedi 76.6 68 22.2 6.15 11.06 7.20 3.00
Luciano Fedderico L 77.32 69.9 19 5.65 12.37 2.23
Condor 11 77.5 63.9 26 4.33 14.76 7.20 3.40
Cat Link 3 78.6 68.5 23 4.3 15.93 7.00 2.50
Sunflower 79.25 72.3 19.5 5 14.46 2.16
A50 Afai ShipsLTD 80.1 72.3 19 5 14.46 1.20
Condor 12 81.15 66.3 26 4.33 15.31 3.00
Autoexpress82 82.3 69 23 5.2 13.27 6.50 2.50
INCAT 86 86.3 76.4 26 4.3 17.77 3.50
Autoexpress86 86.6 74.2 24 5.31 13.97 7.30 3.20
Condor Express 86.62 76.4 26 4.33 17.64 6.75 3.50
Stena Charisma 88 76.4 30 7 10.91 12.60 3.70
90m Schelde (d) 89.8 81.6 24 3.20
Devil Cat 91.3 81.3 26 4.33 18.78 6.80 3.70
Hlghspeed 4 92.6 80.6 24 5.34 15.09 7.80 3.90
Incat tasmania 92.7 92 28.6 4.33 21.25 3.40
Austal Cargo 95 95 29 4.10
Autoexpresss 96 Austal 95.8 82.5 24.2 4.20
Bonanza Express 96 86 26.2 4.5 19.11 3.70
Hayabusa 99.78 89 20 5.79 15.37 7.30 3.10
Hayabusa AMD 100 20 3.10
Euroferrys Express 101 88.7 26.7 6.79 13.06 9.40 4.20
105m Schelde (d) 105.4 100.8 29.2 3.40
Austal Track Express 112 112 25 3.60
INCAT 112 (d) 112.6 105.6 30.2 3.30
Incat 120m 120.00 117.50 29.00 4.80
Pacificat Explorer 122.5 96 25.8 6 16.00 6.60 3.90
Autoexpress125(d) 125 106.5 31.7 4.90
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Catamaran ships - survey table (b)
sun tagie 4.0U u.2a 1.07 1 i.U0 u %. 0.54
Jet Caraibe 1.80 0.18 2.71 30.70 121.80 59.41 0.36
Seamax 4.20 0.23 1.89 300.00 146.34 0.64
Dodekanisos Express 4.50 0.23 1.93
Royal Ferry 2.90 0.16 2.13
CNM Evolution 5.60 0.20 1.67 60.00
Brelyan 5.18 0.22 1.95
Eid Travel 3.34 0.18 50.00
Jade Express 3.24 0.20 3.49 54.00 250.00 121.95 0.43
San Gwann(KvFj) 6.30 0.22 1.59 50.00
Madikera 14.00
SSTH 50 (d) IHI LTD 8.00
San Gwann(Fjellstrand) 5.90 0.19 1.69 89.00
FBM 53 Tricat 13.00 68.00
LA Viking Two 7.00 0.23 2.05 105.00
55m RO/RO PTE LTD 15.00
Autoexpress 56 14.00
K40 Incat (d) 14.50 100.00
Turgut Reis 1 8.50 0.25 2.25 173.00 680.00 331.43 0.72
Nordic Jet 8.60 0.23 1.36 135.00
Solidor 5 9.10 0.23 1.44 110.00 800.00 390.24 0.66
Sea Bird 8.60 0.21 1.48 140.00
63m RO/RO PTE LTD 16.00 340.00
Autoexpresss 66 Austal 18.20
Juan Patricio 9.50 0.23 2.38 112.00
Highspeed 2 8.04 0.20 1.89 190.00
Ocean Arrow 3.52 0.12 2.29 204.00
73m CAR FERRY (d) AMHS 18.00 200.00
Juan L 17.34 0.36 1.44 200.00 850.00 414.63 0.53
Mai Mols 14.20 0.30 1.37 250.00 890.00 434.15 0.45
HighSpeedi 9.90 0.24 2.05 360.00
Luciano Fedderico L 7.70 0.19 2.53 142.00 721.00 351.71 0.40
Condor 11 17.34 0.34 1.27 250.00 950.00 463.41 0.49
Cat Link 3 14.40 0.27 1.72 350.00 1240.00 604.88 0.82
Sunflower 9.50 0.20 2.31 123.00
A50 Afai ShipsLTD 9.00 0.19 4.17
Condor 12 17.34 0.33 1.44 320.00 1100.00 536.59 0.62
Autoexpress82 12.60 0.26 2.08 327.00 1250.00 609.76 0.68
INCAT 86 17.40 0.28 1.23 380.00
Autoexpress86 13.38 0.25 1.66 400.00 1380.00 673.17 0.53
Condor Express 17.34 0.28 1.24 345.00 1165.00 568.29 0.49
Stena Charisma 16.00 0.30 1.89 450.00
90m Schelde (d) 24.00 450.00
Devil Cat 17.34 0.27 1.17 500.00 1350.00 658.54 0.51
Highspeed 4 13.32 0.23 1.37 470.00 1600.00 780.49 0.46
Incat tasmania 17.94 0.24 1.27 650.00 1810.00 882.93 0.65
Austal Cargo 95 29.00 1172.00
Autoexpressa 96 24.20 0.29 750.00
Bonanza Express 17.20 0.25 1.22 800.00 1600.00 780.49 0.55
Hayabusa 8.42 0.16 1.87 570.00
Hayabusa AMD 20.00
Euroferrys Express 13.12 0.22 1.62 750.00 2000.00 975.61 0.39
105m Schelde (d) 29.20 750.00
Austal Track 112 25.00 1393.00
INCAT 112 (d) 30.20 1500.00
Incat 120m 29.00 1200.00
Pacificat Explorer 13.80 0.21 1.54 1816.00 885.85 0.39
Autoexpress125 31.70 1 1200.00 1 1 1
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Catamaran ships - survey table (c)
Sun Eagle
Jet Caraibe
Seamax
Dodekanisos Express
Royal Ferry
CNM Evolution
Brelyan
Eid Travel
Jade Express
San Gwann(KvFj)
Madikera
SSTH 50 (d) 1HI LTD
San Gwann(Fjellstrand)
FBM 53 Tricat
LA Viking Two
55m RO/RO PTE LTD
Autoexpress 56
K40 Incat (d)
Turgut Reis I
Nordic Jet
Solidor 5
Sea Bird
63m RO/RO PTE LTD
Autoexpresss 66 Austal
Juan Patricio
Highspeed 2
Ocean Arrow
73m CAR FERRY(d) AMHS
Juan L
Mai Mols
HighSpeedl
Luciano Fedderico L
Condor 11
Cat Link 3
Sunflower
A50 Afai ShipsLTD
Condor 12
Autoexpress82
INCAT 86
Autoexpress86
Condor Express
Stena Charisma
90m Schelde (d)
Devil Cat
Hlghspeed 4
Incat tasmania
Austal Cargo 95
Autoexpresss 96
Bonanza Express
Hayabusa
Hayabusa AMD
Euroferrys Express
105m Schelde (d)
Austal Track 112
INCAT 112 (d)
Incat 120m
Pacificat Explorr
Autoexpress125
91.10
196.00
507.00
690.00
650.00
640.00
579.00
700.00
890.00
780.00
923.00
980.00
820.00
850.00
1130.00
1100.00
800.00
1250.00
7.05
8.02
6.32
8.39
7.40
7.73
8.11
8.32
9.90
8.26
8.16
8.14
9.22
9.34
8.75
9.59
9.34
10.00
iu.uu
34.00
45.00
35.00
40.00
30.00
29.00
38.00
38.00
37.50
35.00
35.00
39.00
40.00
36.00
38.00
38.00
35.00
34.50
36.00
36.00
35.00
32.00
31.00
45.00
41.00
30.00
35.00
43.00
40.80
36.00
52.00
37.00
34.00
47.00
48.00
40.00
37.50
42.00
42.00
44.00
40.00
42.00
43.00
40.50
42.00
36.00
37.50
30.00
35.50
37.00
36.00
40.00
34.00
40.00
2*1222
2*1939
4*2023
4*788
2*2000
4*2088
2*2000
4*2000
4*1980
4*2320
4*2000
4*2320
2*4444
2*2000+2*2840
2*2840+2*2000
4*2320
2*4320
2*6500
2*7200
2*7200
4*2023
4*2320
4*5420
4*3w6
2*3925
4*3600
4*4050
2*12400
4*5700
16100.00
4*4320
4*5500
4*5420
4*5500
4*5500
4*6000
4*7080
4*7200
4*7080
2*17000
4*7000
4*7200
4*7080
4*7200
4*7080
2*5420
4*7200
4*9000
4*7000
3844.00
3878.00
8092.00
3152.00
4000.00
8352.00
4000.00
8000.00
7920.00
9280.00
8000.00
3640.00
9280.00
8888.00
9680.00
9680.00
111360.00
8840.00
13000.00
14400.00
14400.00
8092.00
9280.00
21680.00
15464.00
7850.00
14400.00
16200.00
24800.00
22800.00
16100.00
17280.00
22000.00
21680.00
22000.00
22000.00
24000.00
28320.00
28800.00
28320.00
34000.00
28800.00
28320.00
28800.00
28320.00
41000.00
28800.00
28320.00
10840.00
18960.00
28600.00
28800.00
43000.00
36000.00
52496.00
28000.00
45000.00
5154.88
5200.48
10851.53
4226.90
5364.08
11200.20
5364.08
10728.16
10620.88
12444.67
10728.16
4881.31
12444.67
11918.99
12981.07
12981.07
149335.99
11586.41
17433.26
19310.69
19310.69
10851.53
12444.67
29073.31
20737.53
10527.01
19310.69
21724.52
33257.30
30575.26
21590.42
23172.83
29502.44
29073.31
29502.44
29502.44
32184.48
37977.69
38621.38
37977.69
45594.68
38621.38
37977.69
38621.38
37977.69
54981.82
38621.38
37977.69
14536.66
25425.74
38621.38
38821.38
57663.86
48276.72
70398.19
37548.56
60345.90
wjets
wjets
wjets
cpp
wiets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wiets
wiets
Wjets
wiets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wiets
jets
wjets
wjets
fpp
wjets
wjets
wiets
wjets
wiets
wjets
wiets
wjets
vjets
wjets
wjets
wiets
wjets
wjets
wjets
vjets
wjets
wjets
wiets
Mets
wjets
wiets
wiets
wjets
wjets
Wjets
wjets
wjets
wjets
wiets
wiets
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Catamaran ships - survey graphs (a)
Draft, Depth vs LOA
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Catamaran ships - survey graphs (b)
LWL vs LOA
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Catamaran ships - survey graphs (c)
Tunndl Width ws LWL
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